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Business Studies
GCSE Business - Key Stage 4
Exam Board - Edexcel
Examined by – 2 external exams (Unit 1 50%, Unit 2 50%)
This course is both active and enjoyable and will give an insight into the real world and the
part that you play in it. It looks at how different businesses operate and how this affects all
the decisions that are made every day. Business Studies will help you understand the world
of business, as even professionals such as doctors are expected to operate as business
people in addition to doing the job for which they are trained.
The course is made up of the following topic areas:
Year 9
Theme 1 – Investigating Small Business
In Year 9 students will consider some of the key issues involved in setting up and running a
small business. The units covered will be 1.2 Spotting an opportunity and 1.1 Enterprise and
entrepreneurship. Students will also have the opportunity to produce a business plan for a
small business of their choice. They will also carry out an investigation into business in the
local area.
Year 10
Theme 1 – Investigating Small Business
Theme 2 – Building a Business
In year 10 students will complete Theme 1 and study units 1.3 Putting a business idea into
practice, 1.4 Investigating Small Businesses and 1.5 Understanding External Influences.
They will also complete some of Theme 2 including units 2.5 Making Human Resource
Decisions and 2.3 Making Operational Decisions.
Year 11
Theme 2 – Building a Business
In year 11 students will complete Theme 2 and study units 2.1 Growing the Business, 2.2
Making Marketing Decisions and 2.4 Making Financial Decisions. The remainder of Year 11
will be spent in preparation for the GCSE exam in the summer term.
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Key Stage 5
A Level Business Studies
Exam Board – Edexcel
Examined by – 3 external exams:
•
•
•

Paper 1 – Marketing, people and global business (35%),
Paper 2 –Business activities, decisions and strategies (35%),
Paper 3 – Investigating the business in a competitive environment (30%)

This examined course will help you to develop a critical understanding of organisations and
the markets they serve. You will also understand the management and internal workings of
businesses, thus providing an overall view of how a business is run. You will develop an
understanding of the challenges and issues faced when starting a business and the
entrepreneurial qualities required. You will also gain in depth knowledge of the key financial
concepts needed to start a business.
Year 12
Themes 1 and 2 build knowledge of core business concepts and students apply this
understanding to business contexts to develop a broad understanding of how businesses
work.
Theme 1
Students will develop an understanding of:
•
•
•
•
•

Meeting customer needs
The market
Marketing mix and strategy
Managing people
Entrepreneurs and leaders

Theme 2
Students will develop an understanding of:
•
•
•
•
•

Raising finance
Financial planning
Managing finance
Resource management
External influences

Year 13
Themes 3 and 4 develop breadth and depth of knowledge and involve the use of more
complex business information and a wider range of business contexts.
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Theme 3
Students will develop an understanding of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Business objectives and strategy
Business growth
Decision-making techniques
Influences on business decisions
Assessing competitiveness
Managing change

Theme 4
Students will develop an understanding of:
•
•
•
•

Globalisation
Global markets and business expansion
Global marketing
Global industries and companies (multinationals)

Applied GCE Business Studies
Exam Board - AQA
Examined by
•
•

Year 12 – 1 examined unit completed in January, 2 coursework units
Year 13 - 1 examined unit completed in January, 2 coursework units

This course is based upon real business skills and has links to actual businesses.
It uses contemporary case studies and is designed to give you the qualities businesses wish
their employees to have. You are encouraged to work in an independent manner, reflecting
the way people work in most businesses. This makes it an ideal course for progression into
Higher Education and employment. Two thirds of the assessment is through coursework
tasks.
Year 12
Unit 1 – Financial Planning and Analysis (examined unit)
This is an externally assessed unit which investigates the key issues involved with planning a
business start-up. These include legal types of business, business plans, control of
resources and the use of software. It also includes how businesses calculate their costs,
revenue and profits. It also teaches how to construct a cash flow forecast, breakeven chart
and budget.
Unit 2 – Business Dynamics (portfolio assessed unit)
This unit involves the student researching one particular business to develop an
understanding of business organisations. It explores the aims and objectives of the business
and how they can use their human, physical and financial resources to achieve their goals.
Unit 3 – Entrepreneurial Opportunities (externally assessed portfolio unit)
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This unit involves the student developing an understanding of entrepreneurial opportunities
and investigating how individuals can exploit these through personal enterprise. Students
will consider opportunities for their own enterprise, for a given context, and propose
marketing and operational activities to take advantage of this opportunity.
Year 13
Unit 4 – Managing and Leading People (examined unit)
This unit investigates how managers can organize, motivate and lead employees through
organisation change to achieve business objectives. Students will consider the importance of
leadership, the impact of different organisational structures, the effect of business culture
and the motivational needs of employees.
Unit 5 – Developing a Business Proposal (portfolio assessed unit)
This involves developing, presenting and evaluating a business proposal for a new product or
service. This unit provides the opportunity to apply enterprise, and presentation skills as well
as knowledge and skills learnt in the other units.
Unit 8 – Marketing Communications (portfolio assessed unit)
This unit investigates the use of marketing communication by small businesses. Students
will also develop a marketing communications mix for their business proposal developed in
Unit 5. Students will also recommend a schedule of marketing communications.
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Creative Arts:
Creative Arts: Art and Design - Visual Arts
Year 7 and 8
In year 7 the course implements an understanding of basic artistic principles, and introduces
Art history as a progressive tool. It examines how the history of the subject impacts on
contemporary creativity by increasing student knowledge. This enables clear progressions
to the GCSE course that we offer in year nine. It gives students the opportunity to learn the
foundations needed to progress and develop their visual art skills.
Year 8 course studies build on the skills learnt in year 7. A broadening and development of
artist research, independent design idea generation, drawing and painting skills; introduction
to new concepts within 3D modelling, photomontage, and mask making.
The course develops and extends students skills and experiences within the arts to include
Photography, Creative Media, 3D making and Fine Art. The intention is to develop skills and
also to support informed option choices in Year 8.
Assessment
Pupils identify major art movement and apply lesson based learning through internal
assessment and exams.
Experimentation and broadening of artist research, design generation, drawing, painting &
3D making skills.
YEAR 7 - FOUNDATION OF VISUAL ARTS SKILLS
•
•
•

Term 1 -The colour wheel, facial layout, the eye, Marc Quinn, Pop Art and its cultural
influence.
Term 2 - Hidden landscapes: Linking to Henri Rousseau, Juan Gris, Hannah Hock
and Alfred Wallis.
Term 3 - Art history: Examining the Impressionist, Cubist, Expressionist and Abstract
Expressionist movements.

YEAR 8 - FOUNDATION OF VISUAL ARTS SKILLS – Extended
Theme; Creatures & Cultures
Term 1 • Project 1. Photomontage investigation/introduction to the photographic world.
Historical artist research; Hannah Hock. Contemporary artist research; Dain.
Experimentation with design generation, looking and seeing, cutting, and attaching
mixed media.
• Project 2. It’s a Bug’s Life - Introduction to Media Arts, character design, and
animation through 3D modelling and illustration. Experimentation with recycled
plastics, wire, design ideas, problem solving, and illustrative processes within
animation. Artist Research; Carter Goodrich.
Term 2
• Cultural Masks. Investigation into cultural influences from around the world, and
within our own culture, linked to mask making. Experimentation with different 2D &
3D media, e.g. pencil, charcoal, wax crayon, oil pastel, sgraffito, wax resist, block
painting, printmaking, textiles, paper mache, clay, cardboard, etc.
Term 3
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•

Jungle creatures. Artist research; Henri Rousseau. Extending and experimenting
with drawing and watercolour painting skills, e.g. fine liner/pen/charcoal & technical
drawing, Colour mixing, colour blending, brush techniques, pointillism, composition,
etc.

Key Stage 4- Edexcel GCSE Year 9, 10 & 11
•
•
•
•

AO1 Critical understanding of art and application of ideas (Artists research)
AO2 Accessing & Experimenting with a range of media and techniques. Explore 2D
and 3D art techniques
AO3 Thorough grounding in observational; studies. Drawing with a range of media
and photography.
AO4 Exploring individual and creative outcomes showing links to Artist research.

Natural Forms:
This unit focuses on observational skills and using different art techniques.
1 Observational drawing of natural forms
2 Artist research
3 Mixed Media outcome
4 Sculptural Drawings
5 Sculptor research
6 Final outcome
Identity:
Observational and experimental techniques using more individual responses.
1 Expressionism research
2 Portrait drawing
3 Printing techniques
4 Observational and experimental techniques using more individual responses.
5 Research into artists using identity as a starting point.
6 Research into artists using collage in different ways
7 Practical responses to artist research
8 Observational drawings based on personal experiences.
9 Final outcomes based on Identity
10 PPE focusing on self- portraiture.
Exam
1 Paper given out in February
2 Initial research
3 Artist research
4 Development of ideas, techniques etc.
5 Review of work
6 Practical exam
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Fine Art - Key Stage 5
Qualification: Level 3 GCE UCAS points equivalent: / A2 max. (56)
Minimum entry qualifications: 5 A* - C grades including a B grade in the chosen or an
appropriate alternative artistic / graphic subject.
Course overview:
The first year of this course is an introduction to a range of artistic techniques, styles and
concepts. These will be taught through a series of workshops and a unit of coursework
covering the assessment objectives. The second year involves a more personal response
which requires students to produce a portfolio of work which will include a written critical
study.
This is a highly creative course in which drawing, painting, sculpture, printing and
photography are used to produce artistic responses to projects.
60% of the overall mark is on-going coursework, which involves practical work leading to
final outcomes. Students need to explore a variety of artistic techniques and show the
dedication needed to explore their own ideas. The written critical study should reflect their
own personal portfolio.
The remaining 40% is exam, which again is a practical task in which students respond to a
set question or starting point.
How is the course assessed?
60% coursework and 40% practical exam (no written paper), this will include on-going artistic
sketch books as well as final products in a range of mediums.
What are the progression routes?
Creative subjects play an important part in the modern workplace as employers recognise
the advantages of creative thinkers. As well as degree options, there are many options for
jobs in such areas as education and the media.
Suggested Compatible Subjects:
Photography, Performing Arts, Media Studies, Creative Media, History.
What sort of student would this course suit?
Students who are keen and passionate about Art and those with practical artistic skills will
find this course both rewarding and challenging. Students should be motivated and
independent, able to manage their own time and work well as a solo artist. Students should
be keen to extend their artistic and research skills.
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Creative Arts: Dance BTEC 3 Year Course
•
•
•

•
•
•

BTEC Technical Award in Performing Arts (Dance Pathway) This is a Level 2
Course and the final grade will be Pass, Merit, Distinction or Distinction *)/ This
course is equivalent to a GCSE.
Sessions will always start in Dance Studio and may rehearse in DR1 as well
Students have 5 dedicated taught hours of Dance over the two week timetable in
year 9 and then 4 hours in year 10 and 11. This will occur when others are having PE
lessons. Students will be required to rehearse weekly and complete assignment and
reading tasks.
Students will be provided books for the theory element
Dance uniform - this can be ordered online and more information will be provided
when students start the course. Black leggings and the Tavistock Dance Black t-shirt
are compulsory and hoodies are optional.
Dance students are encouraged to be in the school productions, dance clubs and be
able to go and watch dance live in theatre or on video. Students do not have be
attending dance classes outside of school to do this course. However, you must be
confident to be able to learn, perform and choreograph dances individually as well as
in groups.

How will students learn?
Through practical exploration, technique classes, learning dance repertoire, choreographing
dance, showing and sharing practical ideas, verbal response to work and stimulus, watching
live dance, seeing behind the scenes at theatres, watching recordings of professional works,
reflecting on your own performance, reflecting on other peoples’ performances, researching,
experimenting, and designing for performance.
Students will be;
•
•
•

A dancer
A choreographer
An audience member

YEAR 9 COURSE
The Year 9 course is a foundation course developing the skills for the final assessments.
The course is responsive to student/group needs but generally we will cover:
• Technical and Interpretive skills
• How to choreograph a dance through a range of stimuli
• Styles and History of Dance
• Appreciating Professional works
There will be written explorations throughout the practical.
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YEAR 10 AND 11 COURSE
Component 1 Exploring the Performing Arts
Aim: get a taste of what it’s like to be a professional actor, dancer or musical theatre
performer.
Assessment: internally assessed written and practical assignments
Weighting: 30% of total course
During Component 1, students will:
• explore performance styles, creative intentions and purpose (written and practical)
• investigate how practitioners create and influence what’s performed (written and
practical)
• discover performance roles, skills, techniques and processes (written and practical)
Component 2 Developing Skills and Techniques in the Performing Arts
Aim: develop skills and techniques in dance
Assessment: internally assessed assignments
Weighting: 30% of total course
During Component 2, students will:
• take part in workshops, classes and rehearsals (practical)
• gain physical, interpretative and rehearsal skills (practical)
• apply these skills in performance (practical)
• reflect on their progress, their performance and how they could improve (written)
Component 3 Performing to a Brief
Aim: consider how practitioners adapt their skills for different contexts, and put this into
practice in a performance.
Assessment: externally assessed task, where students work in groups of between 3 and 7
members to create a performance based on a set brief.
Weighting: 40% of total course
To achieve this aim, students will:
• use the brief and previous learning to come up with ideas (practical)
• build on their skills in classes, workshops and rehearsals (practical)
• review the process using an ideas and skills log (written)
• perform a piece to their chosen audience (practical)
• reflect on their performance in an evaluation report (written exam in computer room,
students can take in notes)
DANCE MUST BE CHOSEN AS AN OPTION. IT WILL THEN COME OUT OF PE TIME.
YOU WILL NOT BE ABLE TO DO GCSE PE AND DANCE.
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Creative Arts: Drama GCSE (3 year course)
What course is it?
•

AQA Drama GCSE. This is a Level 2 Course and the final grade will be a number
between 9 and 1 (with 9 being the highest).

Who will teach me?
•

•

Your Drama teacher will be Mrs Pearson MA Literary Studies (University of
Glasgow), PGCE (Central School of Speech and Drama), who is also the Head of
Creative Arts and if not in Dr2
and can be contacted on
e.pearson@tavistockcollege.org
Students also have the opportunity to work with professionals via workshops and will
be supported by older students in class.

When and where do Drama lessons happen and for how long?
•
•

Sessions will always start in DR2 Studio but we do use other spaces.
You have 4 dedicated taught hours of Drama over the two week timetable but you
will be required to rehearse weekly and complete assignment and reading tasks.

How will I learn?
Through practical exploration, taking part in theatre, creating theatre, showing and sharing
practical ideas, verbal response to work and stimulus, watching live theatre, seeing behind
the scenes at theatres, reading plays, reflecting on your own performance, reflecting on
other peoples’ performances, researching, experimenting, and designing for performance.
You will be;
• A performer
• A director
• A designer
• An audience member
Year 9 Course
The Year 9 course is a foundation course developing the skills for the final GCSE
assessments. The course is responsive to student/group needs but generally we will cover
the History of Theatre, learn about stimulus based devising in the style of Bertolt Brecht and
we will look at texts for performance where we also get real actors and directors to work
with us. We will learnt to perform, write about, write for and read theatre as well as looking
at the technical components.

Year 10 and 11 Course
12

What is studied? What and how is it assessed?
Component 1 – Understanding Theatre 40%
Assessed through a written examination at the end of Year 11. Externally moderated.
• Theatrical Knowledge and Understanding 5%
• Set Text 20%
• Live Performance 15%
Component 2 – Devising Original Theatre 40%
Assessed through teacher marked Log ‘Book’ and teacher marked performance at the
beginning of Year 11. Externally moderated.
• Devising Log 30%
• Devised Group Performance based on a stimulus 10%
Component 3 – Performing Scripted Theatre 20%
Assessed through live performance to external examiner / peer group audience in the spring
term of Year 11.
• Two performance extracts from selected text 20%
What equipment will I need?
•
•
•
•
•
•

An A4 ring bound file clearly labelled and containing dividers and clear plastic wallets
Pens, pencils and highlighters
Planner/ diary / calendar – for organisation!
School appropriate practical uniform – this includes hair and jewellery.
Set texts for C1 are A Midsummer Night’s Dream by William Shakespeare* and a
Live Production**.
C3 texts will be cast at the beginning of year 11.

* Students will need their own copy of this text.
** TBC for each year group.

Penguin Classics Edition ISBN 978-0-141-39666-8
Other good books to help with the course:
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Drama GCSE students are encouraged to be in the school productions:
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Creative Arts: Media Studies - GCSE
Exam Board: OCR
Assessment: 70% Exam / 30% Coursework
Course content:
Component 1 - Television and Promoting Media (1hr 45m exam)
Section A: Television
Learners will engage with one in-depth study covering contemporary and historic
television products, responding to questions covering the whole of the theoretical
framework and a range of media contexts.
Section B: Promoting Media
Learners will study media products from the same global conglomerate producer
illustrating the media forms of film, advertising and marketing, and video games.
Component 2 - Music and News (1hr 15m exam)
Section A: Music
Learners will engage with one in-depth study covering magazines. Learners will also
engage with music videos and radio. Learners will respond to questions covering the
whole of the theoretical framework.
Section B: The News
Learners will engage with one in-depth study covering online, social and participatory
media. Learners will also engage with newspapers. Learners will respond to
questions covering the whole of the theoretical framework and a range of media
contexts.
Component 3 - Creating Media (coursework)
Learners will create media products through applying knowledge and understanding
of media language and media representations from the theoretical framework to
express and communicate meaning to an intended audience.
A-Level Media Studies
Exam Board: OCR
Assessment: 70% Exam / 30% Coursework
Course content:
Component 1 - Media Messages (2 hour exam)
Section A: News and Online Media
This section consists of two linked in-depth studies that focus on contemporary news
in the UK, requiring learners to explore how and why newspapers and their online
counterparts are evolving as media products and the relationship between both
online and offline news. Learners must select from a list set by OCR.
Section B: Media Language and Representation
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Learners will explore media language and representation, through media products
set by OCR in the following media forms:
• magazines (The Big Issue)
• advertising and marketing (Lucozade, Old Spice and Shelter)
• music videos (Radiohead and Massive Attack)
Component 2 - Evolving Media (2 hours exam)
Section A: Media Industries and Audiences
Learners will explore media industries and audiences, through media products set by
OCR for:
• radio (BBC Radio 1 Breakfast Show)
• video games (Minecraft)
• film (The Jungle Book)
Section B: Long Form Television Drama
Learners will engage in one in-depth study of television as an evolving, global media
form. Learners must study one complete episode of a contemporary English
language long form TV drama (House of Cards) and one complete episode of a nonEnglish language long form TV drama (The Killing) to inform their study.
Component 3 - Making Media (Coursework)
Learners will create a cross-media product in response to an OCR set brief. This will
take the form of one of the following:
• A print magazine
• A radio show
• A music video
Level 2 BTEC Creative Media Production
Exam Board: Pearson
Assessment: 40% Exam / 60% Coursework
Course content:
Component 1 - Exploring Media Products (coursework)
Learners will develop their understanding of how media products create meaning for their
audiences.
Learners will examine existing products and explore media production
techniques.
Component 2 - Developing Digital Media Production Skills (coursework)
Learners will develop skills and techniques in media production processes by reworking
media products from one, or all, of the following sectors: audio/moving image, publishing,
interactive design.
Component 3 - Create a Media Product in Response to a Brief (exam)
Learners will apply and develop their planning and production skills and techniques to create
a media product in response to a client brief. This is a six hour exam that takes place over 6
hours.
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Level 3 BTEC Creative Digital Media Production
Exam Board: Pearson
Assessment: 40% Exam / 60% Coursework
Course content:
UNIT 4: PRE PRODUCTION
• Understand the requirements of pre-production for a Film.
• Carry out pre-production for a Film.
• Produce a pre-production portfolio for a creative Film.
• Review pre-production of a Film.
UNIT 10: FILM PRODUCTION
• Understand codes and conventions of fictional film production
• Produce material for a fictional film of a specified genre
• Apply post-production techniques to a fictional film utilising codes and conventions of
a specified genre.
UNIT 1: MEDIA REPRESENTATIONS
• Timed On-Screen Examination covering all aspect of the media.
UNIT 8: RESPONDING to a COMMISSION
• This unit is a task set and marked by the Exam Board. Students will carry out
research activities completed in 5 hours under exam conditions. What are the
progression routes?
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Creative Arts: Music
Course title - Music BTEC Level 2 Tech Award in Music Practice – Key Stage 4
Introduction
The music industry is a vibrant, exciting and highly competitive industry that contributed £4.1
billion to the UK economy in 2015, outpacing the overall growth of the economy by 2.5 per
cent. In 2016, live music alone created £3.7 billion in direct and indirect income for the UK.
The music industry is constantly evolving and offers many different and exciting new work
opportunities. In 2015, the music industry supported more than 117,000 full-time jobs in the
UK, 69,300 of which were professional musician roles. The Award gives learners the
opportunity to develop sector-specific knowledge and skills in a practical learning
environment. The main focus is on four areas of equal importance, which cover the:
•
•
•
•

Development of key skills that prove learners’ aptitude in music such as responding
to a musical brief using musical skills and techniques
Processes that underpin effective ways of working in the music industry, such as the
development of musical ideas, and using skills and techniques for rehearsal and
performance to respond to a music industry brief
Attitudes that are considered most important in the music industry, including personal
management and communication
Knowledge that underpins effective use of skills, processes and attitudes in the
sector such as musical skills and styles. This Award complements the learning in
GCSE programmes, by broadening experience and skills participation in different
types of musical techniques for different musical styles. The Award gives learners the
opportunity to apply knowledge and skills in a practical way through exploration and
development of techniques and styles.

Units of Study:
Component 1: Exploring music products and styles
Each year, the music industry produces a wide range of products such as recordings,
compositions, live performances, music for film, TV and computer games. Have you ever
wondered how these products are created? In this component, you will develop your
understanding of different types of music product and the techniques used to create them.
You will explore how musical elements, technology and other resources are used in the
performance, creation and production of music. You will also practically explore the key
features of different genres of music and music theory and apply your knowledge and
understanding to developing your own creative work. This component will help you to
progress to Level 2 or 3 vocational or academic qualifications where a knowledge of musical
styles and a grounding in the areas of performance, creation and music production is
essential.
Component 2: Music skills development
As a performer, producer or creator in the music industry, you need to continually develop
your skills and techniques in order to be successful and secure a regular flow of gigs and
commissions. In this component, you will participate in workshops and classes where you
will develop technical, practical, personal and professional skills and specialise in at least
two of the following areas: music performance, creating original music, music production.
Throughout your development, you will review your progress and consider how to make
improvements. You will learn how musicians share their work and collaborate with others
and will develop your own skills as a musician in how to use blogs, YouTubeTM,
18

SoundcloudTM and other platforms to share your work and skills development with others.
Developing musical skills and techniques will enable you to consider your aptitude and
enjoyment for music, helping you to make informed decisions about what you study in the
future. This component will help you to progress to Level 3 qualifications in music or music
technology, where skills and techniques are looked at in more detail. Alternatively, you may
want to progress to other Level 3 vocational or academic subject areas. This component will
support your development of transferable skills which will support your advancement in
education and employment.
Component 3: Responding to a commercial music brief
This component will allow you to work to your strengths and interests and apply the skills
that you have learned throughout your course in a practical way. You will focus on a
particular area of the music industry that excites and appeals to you and respond to a
commercial music brief as a composer, performer or producer. You will begin by exploring
the brief and investigating possible responses and ideas to meet the demands of the brief.
Using relevant resources, skills and techniques you will then develop and refine musical
material before presenting your final response. You will develop and present an original
creation based on a piece from a given list and a style from a choice of four. You will then
present this as a solo or group performance, an audio recording or a Digital Audio
Workstation (DAW) project. You will also consider how your skills and interests make you
suitable for the specific music industry opportunity. Presenting music for a set brief is a key
element of post- 16 music qualifications and this component will enable you to establish solid
foundations to help you progress to further Level 2 or Level 3 courses. You will also develop
skills in self-management, communication and presentation, which are vital to any future
course of study.
Music - Key Stage 5
Qualification:
Level 3 BTEC National Extended Certificate in Music Performance UCAS points equivalent:
max. 56 (grade Distinction*)
Minimum entry qualifications:
5 x 5-9 grades including a merit or distinction in BTEC Music level 2 or a grade 5 or above in
Music GCSE. If you did not take music GCSE and are interested in this course please see
Mr Lambert as other musical experience or qualifications may be considered.
Course overview:
The programme gives a broad overview of the sector, with a focus on performance, including
musical skills development and professional practice.
How is the course assessed?
Unit 1: Practical music theory and harmony
This unit will develop your knowledge and understanding of fundamental musical theory and
how it’s applied in practical musical activities. You will develop and apply theoretical
knowledge in a relevant, useful and meaningful way. In this unit, you will develop an
understanding of the signs and symbols associated with the notation of pitch, rhythm, tempo,
dynamics and expression. You will learn how to interpret both traditional and alternate forms
of notation with a high degree of accuracy.
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Unit 2: Professional practice in the music industry
This unit considers the importance of professional practice in the music industry and is
designed to enable you to develop the relevant skills, knowledge and understanding needed.
In this unit, you will gain an understanding of what is meant by the term ‘professional
practice’ as well as what it means to be a freelancer working in the music industry. Taking a
professional approach to working in the industry is as essential as having a good product to
market. This unit outlines the qualities that industry professionals expect of people working
with them in order to progress, whether to employment or higher education.
Unit 3: Ensemble music performance
Live performance in front of an audience is an important part of the music industry that has
become a growth area with an increasing use of technology. In this unit, you will become
part of a musical group and will develop your ensemble skills by taking part in rehearsals. As
an ensemble, you will be given a list of songs from which you must choose three. You will
then learn, rehearse and perform these songs to an audience. You will also provide a
presentation on how you used different techniques, stylistic and musical elements in the
musical parts you performed.
Unit 5: Music performance session styles
Working as a session musician is one of the most exciting and varied careers available to
musicians today. In this unit, you will explore a range of genres and styles, investigating their
scales, tonality, rhythms, riffs and groove. It will give you greater insight into the skills and
knowledge needed to be a working session musician. You will develop your own musical
skills as well as the skills of collaboration for performance in different settings, such as the
recording studio and the stage.
What are the progression routes?
A degree in music or musical theatre, teaching qualifications, sound engineering
work/qualifications, music school, West End pit work, cruise ships entertainment, composer,
events management, songwriter, performing artist, session musician, music producer, music
engineer, live sound technician, concert promoter, radio DJ, radio producer, event organiser.
Suggested compatible subjects:
Performance Studies, Art, Mathematics, Public Services, Creative Media.
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Creative Arts: Performing Arts
Key Stage 3
Intent
•
•
•
•

Students in year 7 and 8 will have Performing Arts Lessons. This is dance, drama
and music
Sessions will always start in A designated area but can use areas in drama dance
and music
Students have 3 dedicated taught hours of Performing Arts over the two week
timetable. Students will be required to rehearse weekly and complete assignment
and reading tasks.
Students need to wear Performing Arts appropriate uniform - School uniform but girls
need leggings, shorts under skirts and hair tied up students are encouraged to be in
the school productions, clubs and be able to go and watch live performances

How will students learn?
Through practical exploration, technique classes, learning repertoire, choreographing,
composing and creating, showing and sharing practical ideas, verbal response to work and
stimulus, watching live performances, seeing behind the scenes at theatres, watching
recordings of professional works, reflecting on your own performance, reflecting on other
peoples’ performances, researching, experimenting, and designing for performance.
YEAR 7 COURSE - Foundation of Performing Arts
Term 1 - Skill in Performing Arts
In the first term, students will learn the foundation skills in Dance, Drama and Music. This
will accumulate to create a final piece.
Term 2 - Musical Theatre
In the second term, students will explore how Dance, Drama and Music are used to create a
musical theatre piece. Students will participate in workshops using a well-known musical and
then will have to use these skills to create their own musical.
Term 3- Matthew Bourne
In the third term, students will explore the practitioner Matthew Bourne. They will appreciate
his works and through workshops learn how he uses Dance, Drama and Music to put on a
production in theatres.
YEAR 8 COURSE - Cultural Identity in the Performing Arts
Term 1 - Melodrama
In the first term, students use previous taught skills in Dance, Drama and Music as well as
new skills to be able to create their own Melodramatic piece of theatre. This will be mime,
movement as well as silent movie music.
Term 2 - Performing Arts around the world
In the second term, students will have separate workshops in Dance, Drama and Music.
They will explore different cultures and how they portray the arts differently. They will also
complete a research project on this.
Term 3 - History in the Performing Arts
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In the third term, students will explore the history of the three art forms. They will experience
practically how Dance, Drama and Music have developed throughout time and participate in
workshops of a variety of genres.
There are 4 Categories they are assessed on for each unit:
Improvising/Choreographing/ Rehearsing
Able to respond to a stimulus to create performances using a range of
drama/dance/music skills with an intended theme, style story, message or audience
in mind
Suggest theatrical/ movement/ musical ideas and support group work showing
independence and curiosity.
Performing
Able to perform drama/dance/ music in front of an audience,
theatrical/performance skills to show an intended theme, story of message.

sharing

Appreciating
Analyse and evaluate own work and work of others
Subject Specific language
Able to use drama/dance/ music subject specific vocabulary to research, identify,
create, discuss and evaluate performance work and style.
Performing Arts - Key Stage 5
Qualification:
Level 3 Cambridge Technical Extended Cert in Performing Arts UCAS points equivalent:
max. 56 (grade Distinction*)
Minimum entry qualifications:
5 x 5-9 grades including a minimum grade 5 in Drama GCSE, Dance GCSE, or a merit in
BTEC Performing Arts, Dance or BTEC Music. A Grade 5 in English is also required.
Alternative performance qualifications or courses such as: Dance Leaders, LAMDA
qualifications, Guildhall examinations, RDA qualifications or similar. Production experience
will also be considered.
Course overview:
Students who are keen and passionate about performing arts and the related industries and
those with practical performance skills will find this course both rewarding and challenging.
Students should be motivated and independent, able to manage their own time and work
well as a solo artist and in a range of groups. Students should be keen to extend their
performance, communication, creativity and research skills alongside boosting their
confidence.
Unit 1: Preparing to Work in the Performing Arts Sector
Gather research about the real world of the performing arts cumulating in an audition
showcase, presentation and portfolio
Unit 2: Proposal for a Performance Commission
Working as a performance company you will respond to an externally set commission,
creating and performing a cross arts piece of performance. You will review the process
through continuous reflection. You will be able to write a proposal to the Arts Council.
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Unit 3: Influential Performance Practice
Explore and research postmodern approaches to the performing arts since 1960 aiming to
create two performance pieces and a report reflecting your studies and in response to a
given stimulus.
Unit 4: Combined Arts
Explore, research and experiment in a cross arts fashion to bring up to date and perform an
existing piece of performance work. You will review the process through continuous
reflection.
Unit 5: Performing Repertoire
Using your performance skills, replicate and develop work reflecting political performance.
How is the course assessed? (Christopher Bruce and Bertolt Brecht).
•
•
•
•
•

Unit 1 - externally assessed – audition, interview and portfolio
Unit 2 - externally assessed - proposal report and performance
Unit 3 - externally assessed - report and performances
Unit 4 - internally assessed and externally moderated - performance and continuous
reflection
Unit 5 - internally assessed and externally moderated - performances and continuous
reflection.

What are the progression routes?
A degree in drama, dance, performing arts, musical theatre, performance work, teaching
qualifications, journalism, sound engineering work/ qualifications, drama/dance school, TV
and film work, directing, casting agent, cruise ships entertainment, choreographer, events
management, law, business, a diploma in performing arts – the world is your oyster with a
performing arts qualification.
Suggested Compatible Subjects:
Music BTEC, Art, Photography, Creative Media, Media Studies, English Literature and
Language, Mathematics, History, Religious Studies and Psychology.
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Creative Arts: Photography GCSE (3 year course)
What course is it?
Edexcel Photography GCSE. This is a Level 2 Course and the final grade will be a number
between 9 and 1 (with 9 being the highest). 60% coursework. 40% Exam (no written exam).
When and where do Photography lessons happen and for how long?
You have 4 dedicated taught hours of Photography over the two week timetable
This is a creative course where photography is used to create artistic responses. We cover
all aspects of Photography: darkroom and film camera work, digital and Photoshop work as
well as basic camera skills and knowledge.
You are assessed in 4 areas:
1. Critical understanding of photography and application of ideas (photography
research).
2. Exploring a range of media and techniques.
3. The quality and range of your photographs and the development of your ideas.
4. Exploring individual and creative outcomes showing links to photographer research.
The majority of the work will be practical and we will explore a lot of different projects
through the three years. Some of these projects are as follows:
Photomontage:
Looking at different photographic techniques and ways of creating images. This will include
working in the darkroom with photographic chemicals to produce a print. We will also
explore other ways of making photomontages, such as working in the style of David
Hockney and using Photoshop manipulation.
Exploring camera technique and composition technique:
For this project we will be learning about camera exposure and using manual setting on the
camera. We will be working in black and white to explore contrast of tone in a variety of
themes, such as reflections. We will also study photographic compositional skills.
Colour and Photography:
For this project we will be exploring different approaches to presenting images through
varied camera techniques. This will include macro photography (close up work) and using
slow shutter speed to capture moving lights.
Photography Exam:
In the spring term of your third year there will be the Photography exam. This is a practical
exam, very similar to the coursework, and lasts for 3 months. There is no written paper.
The structure of the exam is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Paper given out in February
Initial research
Photographer research
Development of ideas, shoots etc.
Review of work
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6. Practical exam
Photography A Level (2 year course)
Exam board Edexcel. 60% coursework and 40% practical exam (no written paper).
Course Overview:
The first year of this course is an introduction to a range of photographic techniques, styles
and concepts. These will be taught through a series of workshops and a unit of coursework
covering the assessment objectives. The second year involves a more personal response
which requires students to produce a portfolio of work which will include a written critical
study.
This is a creative course where photography is used to create artistic responses. We cover
all aspects of Photography: darkroom and film camera work, digital and Photoshop work,
animation techniques as well as basic camera skills and knowledge.
60% of the overall mark is coursework, which involves creative photographic responses to a
range of topics. Students need to explore a variety of photographic techniques and show
the dedication needed to explore their own ideas.
We have a fully equipped darkroom and a large range of both film and digital cameras for
students to use.
How is the course assessed?
60% coursework and 40% practical exam (no written paper). This will include on-going
artistic work in progress books as well as final products.
What are the progression routes?
Photography is one of the quickest growing of the creative arts. As well as degree options,
there are many options for sports, music, fashion and journalistic photography.
Suggested Compatible Subjects:
Art, Media Studies, Creative Media, Performing Arts, Music, Sociology
What sort of student would this course suit?
Photography suits students who are creative, have a good imagination and also excellent
independent working skills.
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Design Technology and Computing Curriculum
Technology - Key Stage 3 (KS3)
Students enjoy Technology lessons on a carrousel system involving Product Design,
Computing, Food Technology and Textiles Technology. Strong links between the areas
give students the benefit of consistent assessment procedures and effective overlap in the
design and making skills.
Product Design
In Product Design students partake in a wide variety of design and make projects as well
as skill and knowledge building stand-alone activities. Students design a variety of
products and make them using an array of workshop equipment, developing their skills
and understanding as they progress.
In Year 7 students design an ergonomic Spinner Slinger toy where they get to grow in
confidence in a workshop as well as some short focused design make activities. The
students learn about designing for a target market, human factors such as ergonomics and
develop a range of making skills using a variety of materials. They also design and make a
multi-functional product where they learn about sustainability in design.
In Year 8 students learn about user needs while designing a bird feeder project, this builds
upon their confidence using hand tools and machines. Outcomes are extremely varied in
terms of their design and this is a great project to show innovation in designing. Students
also design and build an electronic toy in year 8. This gives them experience with including
electronic systems in products.
Computing
At KS3 we follow the new Computing Curriculum with an emphasis on Computational
Thinking, Problem Solving and Programming. This is taught within the Technology
Carousel. Strands within this curriculum are Digital Literacy, Algorithms and Abstraction,
Visual/Textual Programming, Binary & Logic and Hardware & Networks.
Year 7 – 2 hrs. per week for a 13 week module
PC Basics Unit:
Introduction to computing, looking at the basic hardware components that make up a
computer system and some of the components inside the box. We investigate how
computers store and manipulate data using binary and round the unit off with a brief look at
3D design and 3D printing.
Computational Thinking Unit:
Decomposition, abstraction, pattern recognition and algorithms. Introductory programming
using Scratch (a graphical programming language).
Year 8 – 2 hrs. per week for a 13 week module Programming Unit:
Programming in Python. Introduces input, output and variables, sequence and selection.
Students will code, debug and test their own programs. Turtles are used as an introduction
to object oriented/event driven programming.
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Control Unit:
Representing instructions as flowcharts. How computers are used to control real life
systems, sensors and actuators. Writing control routines for traffic light, pelican crossing,
home security systems.
Networking and the Internet Unit:
Network topologies and hardware, how the internet works. Creating web pages using HTML.
Textiles
Year 7
In Year 7 students will learn basic design and practical skills in Textiles through the
Booksnake Project. Students will learn how to use a range of specialist materials and
equipment to add pattern, texture and colour to fabric along with the construction skills
needed to accurately join fabric together. Students will learn how to design creatively and
learn the skills to adapt and problem solve to fulfil their ideas successfully.
Year 8
Students will take inspiration from the Mexican festival of Day of the Dead and experiment
with new textile techniques to design a suitable unique cushion product. Students will
develop their understanding of adding pattern, texture and colour by exploring tie-dye and to
reinforce and challenge sewing machine skills through reverse applique.
Food Technology
Year 7
Students learn about the impact food has on our health, and are introduced to the principles
of the eat well guide and healthy eating; they are encouraged to apply these guidelines in
adapting recipes and developing knowledge of nutrition. Students produce a range of
different dishes throughout the rotation, working safely and hygienically and using a range of
equipment to produce high quality dishes. They gain confidence in their ability to work
independently while also building effective team skills.
Year 8
Students develop their knowledge of nutrition and healthy eating and apply this to prepare
and skilfully cook delicious and nutritious meals for different people and situations. They use
their understanding of the functions of ingredients and adapt recipes to create new and
interesting ideas and experiment to produce low sugar cake options. Students are
encouraged to think about how food is produced including ethical and cultural issues. and
become informed and thoughtful consumers of food.
Design and Technology GCSE – Key Stage 4
At Key Stage 4 we follow EDUQAS Design and Technology GCSE 9-1. Students learn
about design in the 21st century and carryout exciting and challenging design make
activities.
Year 9 consists of a range of short to medium length design make activities and lots of
standalone activities which together develop students’ knowledge and skills base. Students
learn about mechanisms while designing and prototyping a sweet dispenser product. This
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challenges students to incorporate what they have learnt into a functioning product. Another
popular project is the sustainable music amplifier project, where students learn in depth
about timber as a material while designing and building a product which amplifies music from
their phone or tablet. Students also learn about imbedding electronics in products and get to
work with a wide range of materials.
Year 10 sees students embarking on some longer design make activities, these range from
solar powered airboats which incorporate electronic systems while using some exciting
plastic processing equipment. Another design brief is to develop a new child’s
developmental toy. This sees students really focusing on user need and want. All the
projects are aimed to tie in well with the theory required for the exam and to give students a
very wide range of design and practical experience.
In year 11, students complete their NEA (worth 50% of the final mark). This consists of a
significant design project where students pick one of three design contexts set by the exam
board. This allows a huge amount of creativity and problem solving. These projects are
evidenced through an A3 portfolio and A4 sketchbook. Students are encouraged to make all
kinds of developmental prototypes in order to create a well-considered final product. At the
end of year 11, students take their exam, titled ‘Design Technology in the 21st Century’; this
is worth the remaining 50% of the final mark.
Computer Science GCSE 9-1
At Key Stage 4 we follow the OCR GCSE 9-1 Computer Science syllabus delivered over 3
years with 2 hrs. per week. 2 written examinations at the end of year 11 and a (Board set)
programming project which must be allocated 20 hrs. of lesson time. Currently does not
count towards the final grade but DfE consultation on-going about future of project unit.
Year 9
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
Year 10
·
·
·
·
Year 11
·
·
·
·

Systems Architecture
Memory
Storage
Data Representation
Computational Logic
Algorithms
Programming Techniques
Producing Robust Programs

Wires & Wireless Networks
Network Topologies, Layers & Protocols
System Security
Programming – file handling, text & CSV
Python programming project – Late Spring – early Summer term 20hrs

Systems Software
Translators & Language Facilities
Ethical, Legal, Cultural & Environmental Concerns
Standard Sorting & Searching Algorithms
Revision all topics

Textiles
GCSE Textiles Design 9-1
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At GCSE we follow OCR’s Art and Design: Textiles Design specification.
Textile Design is an inspiring GCSE that encourages a wide range of approaches to
express ideas through different materials, media and techniques. Students will gain
knowledge and understanding of textile art, craft, design, media and technologies today and
in the past, and in different societies and cultures. The key areas that students will learn
are:
• Constructed textiles
• Digital textiles
• Dyed fabrics
• Printed fabrics
• Fashion design
• Installed textiles
• Soft furnishings
• Stitched and/or embellished textiles
Hospitality and Catering Level 2
Qualification Title: WJEC L2 Hospitality and Catering
Level of Award: Level 2
GCSE Equivalent: 1 GCSE
Time Needed: 1 option

This is a highly vocational course giving a depth and breadth of knowledge and skills.
Students will learn about the hospitality and catering sector while also learning and
developing a wide range of cooking skills, an enjoyable mix of practical activity and theory.
Units/ Modules
Unit 1: The Hospitality and Catering Industry
Unit 2: Hospitality and Catering in Action
Course Description
The hospitality and catering sector includes all businesses that provide food, beverages,
and/or accommodation services. This includes restaurants, hotels, pubs and bars. It also
includes airlines, tourist attractions, hospitals and sports venues; businesses where
hospitality and catering is not their primary service but is increasingly important to their
success. According to the British Hospitality Association, hospitality and catering is Britain’s
fourth largest industry and accounts for around 10% of the total workforce. This proportion is
higher in the South West where the tourism industry is a major employer. This course has
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been designed to support learners who want to learn about this vocational sector and the
potential it can offer them for their careers or further study. It is a useful foundation for further
study in a wide range of areas. It is strongly recommended students study vocational
courses as well as GCSEs as it allows the development of a wider range of skills
Child Development
NCFE CACHE LEVEL 2 TECHNICAL AWARD IN CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND CARE
80% Coursework 20% Exam
Year 9
Unit 2
This unit focuses on holistic development and factors that affect development. You will be
introduced to ways of observing children so that you can support development through
appropriate activities and care routines. You will also learn how to work with children when
they move from one setting to another.
●

Physical/ intellectual/language/social and emotional development from birth to
5 years
range of methods early years workers can use for observing children
how to share observations with colleagues to promote development
the importance of confidentiality and recording accurate information when
observing children
the factors that contribute to development
the care and nutrition needs of individual children
the importance of supporting the health and well-being of the child
how to encourage and maintain good hygiene and hygiene routines
how to safeguard children to keep them safe and health. Basic first aid.
the importance of routines for everyday care in supporting children's
development
recognising the importance of a secure base for children's development
the transitions experienced by children, and the possible effects on children
how to support children through transitions to provide consistency and
reassurance including the role of the key person in the early years.

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
Year 10

You will begin to work on the first piece of coursework – unit 2- in Autumn Term.
In Spring Term/Summer Term
Unit 1
This is an introductory unit designed to give an overview of the types of settings and local
provision for children. You will learn how to prepare for working in settings and the
responsibilities of early years workers. You will also gain an insight into your preferred
learning style and develop your ability to study.
●
●
●
●

the variety of settings that are available for children
the differences between the voluntary, private and statutory sectors and the
range of provision within your area
the expectations of placements including appropriate dress, behaviour,
timekeeping and positive attitudes
the responsibilities and limits of the role of the early years worker
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●
●

the importance of treating children with fairness and equality and how to do
this
the different learning styles that people use and how to identify your own
preferred style and study skills.

Year 11
In Autumn Term you will undertake the second piece of unit 2 coursework. In Spring Term
you will focus on unit 3. To achieve this unit and the Award you will need to be successful in
a scenario based short answer examination. You will need to be sure that you are confident
about everything you have learned in Unit 1 and Unit 2. This unit will support you in your
preparation for the scenario based short answer examination.
This unit will assess your knowledge about the development of children aged 0-5 years. You
will be expected to know about the different types of care settings and your responsibilities if
you were learning how to work with children. You will need to show that you understand
how children develop, what can affect their development and the individual needs they may
have. You will need to show that you know ways to care for them and simple activities that
help them to develop in a healthy and safe way. You will also need to show that you
understand the ways that can support your own learning
You will sit the exam in the May.
Construction and the Built Environment
Product Design A Level (WJEC Eduqas) - KS5
In year 12, learners follow the route outlined below. The subject content is presented under
seven main headings. Within each area the content is further divided into sub-headings
(each with a specific content and amplification). All learners study this route to ensure that
they develop an appropriate breadth and depth of knowledge and understanding relating to
materials, components and systems.
This theoretical knowledge is reinforced with a series of mini-projects which are carried out
and internally assessed throughout the academic year. This knowledge and understanding is
built on further in year 13.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Designing - Innovation
Materials and components
Processes
Industrial and commercial practice
Product analysis and systems
Human responsibility
Public interaction

In year 13, learners undertake both a written examination and design and make task (as
outlined below):
Component 1: Design and Technology in the 21st Century Written Examination: 3 hours
50% of qualification
Learners take a single examination in one of the following endorsed areas: fashion and
textiles, product design. The examination includes a mix of structured and extended writing
questions assessing learners' knowledge and understanding of: technical principles
designing and making principles along with their ability to: 1. analyse and evaluate wider
issues in design and technology.
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Component 2: Design and make project Non-exam assessment: approximately 80 hours
50% of qualification.
A sustained design and make project, based on a brief developed by the candidate,
assessing the candidate's ability to: identify, investigate and outline design possibilities
design and make prototypes analyse and evaluate design decisions and outcomes, including
for prototypes made by themselves and others The design and make project will be based
within the same endorsed area as the written examination.
Computer Science A Level
OCR H446 A Level Computer Science
Qual #601/4911/5
For examination from 2017
Component 01 Computer Systems
Terminal exam 2.5hrs
140 marks 40%
Component 02 Algorithms and programming
Terminal exam 2.5hrs
140 marks 40%
Component 03 Programming project
NEA
70 marks 20%
Lesson Structure – 2.5 hrs. per week x 2 staff
Lesson structure is more formal – students will be required to take detailed notes and ‘learn’
a considerable amount of content. Some topics (number bases and logic) require drill and
practice and some will involve coding which supports the project work undertaken in Year
13.
The course is shared between 2 members of staff following parallel strands to allow for a
blend of practical and theory work
Staff 1

Staff 2

1.1.1 The Structure and Function of the 2.1.1 Thinking abstractly
Processor
2.1.2 Thinking ahead
1.1.2 Types of processor
1.1.3 Input, output and storage

2.1.3 Thinking procedurally
2.1.4 Thinking logically

1.4.1 Data Types

2.1.5 Thinking concurrently
2.2.2 Computational methods

1.4.3 Boolean Algebra

Programming

1.2.1 Systems Software
1.2.3 Software Development

2.3.1 Algorithms

1.2.1 Systems Software
1.2.3 Software Development

2.3.1 Algorithms
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1.4.2 Data Structures

2.3.1 Algorithms

3.1. Component 03: Analysis of the
problem (10 marks)
3.1.1 Problem identification
3.1.2 Stakeholders
3.1.3 Research the problem
3.1.4 Specify the proposed solution
1.2.2 Applications Generation
2.2.1 Programming techniques
1.3.1 Compression, Encryption and Hashing
3.1. Component 03: 3.2 Design of the
solution (15 marks)
3.2.1 Decompose the problem
3.2.2 Describe the solution
3.2.3 Describe the approach to testing
1.2.4 Types of Programming Language

2.2.1 Programming techniques

3.1. Component 03: 3.3 Developing the
solution (25 marks)
3.3.1 Iterative development process
3.1. Component 03: 3.3 Developing the 2.2.1 Programming techniques
solution (25 marks)
3.3.2 Testing to inform development
3.1. Component 03: 3.4 Evaluation (20
marks)
3.4.1 Testing to inform evaluation
3.4.2 Success of the solution
3.4.3 Describe the final product
3.4.4 Maintenance and development
1.3.2 Databases
1.5.1 Computing related legislation

1.3.4 Web Technologies
1.5.2 Moral and ethical Issues

Revision

Revision
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Health and Social Care - Level 3 Extended Certificate
In year 12 students will study unit 1 up until May, when they sit their first external exam.
Unit 1: Human Development
Health and social care practitioners need to develop a knowledge base for working with
people in every stage of their lives and they need to know how their own experiences relate
to health and wellbeing. Although it is generally accepted that there may be deterioration in
health with age following adulthood, medical intervention means people are living longer and
have better life prospects. This unit will develop your knowledge and understanding of
patterns of human growth and development. You will explore the key aspects of growth and
development, and the experience of health and wellbeing. You will learn about factors that
can influence human growth, development and human health. Some of these are inherited
and some are acquired through environmental, social or financial factors during our lifespan.
You will learn about a number of theories and models to explain and interpret behaviour
through the human lifespan. In this unit, you will explore the impact of both predictable and
unpredictable life events, and recognise how they impact on individuals. You will study the
interaction between the physical and psychological factors of the ageing process, and how
this affects confidence and self-esteem, which in turn may determine how individuals will
view their remaining years.
In the Summer Term students will focus on Unit 5 and complete 2 pieces of coursework
which is internally marked.
Unit 5: Meeting Individual Care and Support Needs
For you to be able to provide the care and support that individual’s need, it is important that
you have a good understanding of the principles behind providing quality care and support.
This unit introduces you to the values and issues that need to be considered when planning
care and support that meet the needs of an individual in a health and social care
environment. In this unit, you will learn about the values and principles of meeting care and
support needs and look at some of the ethical issues that arise when personalising care.
You will examine factors that can impact the professionals who provide the care and
support, and the challenges that must be overcome to allow access to good quality care and
health services. You will explore the different methods used by professionals across all care
services. You will reflect on these methods when you consider the importance of multiagency working in providing a package of care and support that meets all the needs of
individuals.
In year 13, students will focus on Unit 2 up until Christmas and then sit their second external
exam in the January.
Unit 2: Working in Health and Social Care
This unit will help you to understand what it is like to work in the health and social care
sector. When working for an organisation in this sector, you will have important
responsibilities that you need to understand and carry out. These include maintaining the
safety of and safeguarding individuals with health and social care needs, making sure that
you properly handle their personal information and preventing discrimination towards them.
You will need to understand how you will be accountable both to these individuals and the
regulatory bodies that represent people who work in the health and social care sector. It is
necessary for you to understand how your work will be monitored when you carry out a
specific role such as nurse or social worker.
In the Spring and Summer terms, students will complete their final 2 pieces of coursework.
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Unit: 14 Physiological Disorders and their Care
If you have ever been ill then you will know how important it is to receive the right treatment
and care in order to make a full recovery. It is essential for workers in the health and social
care sector to understand
the nature of physiological disorders and how to provide appropriate treatment and
care. This includes being aware of the causes and effects of physiological disorders, as well
as the roles of different professionals involved in providing treatment and care for service
users. In this unit, you will learn about the signs and symptoms of physiological disorders
and how they are investigated and diagnosed. You will also learn about the different types of
treatment and support available for individual service users, including surgery, rehabilitation
and complementary therapies. You will create a treatment plan for a service user with a
specific physiological disorder. This will help you understand the treatment and support
strategies involved, the contributions of different professionals and the importance of
providing individualised care.
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English
Key Stage 3 and Key Stage 4
Pupils focus on analysing and appreciating texts, with a particular focus on engaging and
challenging works of literature, using reading, writing and speaking and listening skills. A
range of texts are covered including classic and modern novels, modern drama,
Shakespeare and poetry. Pupils learn about the writer’s use of language, structure and
grammar; they also develop the key skills of evaluation and comparison of fiction and nonfiction texts.
The Key Stage 3 curriculum is thematic, allowing pupils to study an appropriate breadth and
depth of literary fiction and non-fiction.
Year 7
•

•

•

•
•

Novels in context – students begin to learn about applying relevant historical and
cultural knowledge to a piece of literature by studying Percy Jackson: Lightning
Thief.
Shakespeare – the students’ first engagement with drama at secondary school is The
Tempest, allowing them to practice analysing and interpreting Shakespearean
language and context.
Non-fiction – through a focus on extreme situations, including in sports and the
natural world, we explore the use of language and literary devices in non-fiction
writing.
Poetry – a first introduction to sophisticated analysis of poetry, through a focus on
nature and its presentation in poetry.
Gothic literature – students learn about the conventions of gothic literature, and how
these are confirmed to or subverted in a variety of texts.

Year 8
•
•
•
•
•

Novels in context – students develop their skills in applying genre, historical and
cultural context to a piece of literature by studying Lord of the Flies.
Drama – through detailed study of An Inspector Calls, students learn about dramatic
conventions, and how drama can be used to express social opinion.
Non-fiction – through a focus on travel writing, students develop their understanding
of language and structure in non-fiction writing.
Poetry – students begin preparing for the more challenging texts of Key Stage 4 by
focusing on the poetry of war and protest.
Victorian literature – with a particular focus on Dickens, students learn about the
conventions of Victorian literature, and how these are confirmed to or subverted.

Year 9
•
•
•

Novels in context – students develop their skills in applying genre, historical and
cultural context to a piece of literature by studying Of Mice and Men.
Shakespeare – we prepare for studying Shakespeare in depth at GCSE level, with a
detailed analysis and exploration of Macbeth.
Non-fiction – through a range of conflict based texts we explore how non-fiction
writing through history has been used to give voice to those experiencing war.
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•
•

Poetry – in preparation for the Power and Conflict cluster used in GCSE, we analyse
the Love and Relationships cluster to deepen students’ understanding of various
poetic forms.
Dystopian literature – students look at the futuristic nightmare worlds of 1984 and
other classic tales of degradation and societal upheaval

GCSE English Language & Literature (AQA Specification)
Year 10
Half term 1
Half term 2
Half term 3
Half term 4
Half term 5
September - October
– January
– February
– April – May
October
Christmas
February
Easter

Half term 6
May
Summer

Literature
Unit 1
Dr Jekyll and
Mr Hyde

Literature
Unit 2
Poetry
–
anthology and
unseen
Revision of
key content

Literature
Unit 1
Dr Jekyll and
Mr Hyde,
Romeo
and
Juliet

Literature
Unit 1
Romeo
and
Juliet
Language
Unit 1
Fiction
extracts and
writing

Language
Unit 1
Fiction
extracts and
writing

Literature
Unit 2
Poetry
–
anthology and
unseen

Year 11
Half term 1
Half term 2
Half term 3
Half term 4
Half term 5
September - October
– January
– February
– April – May
October
Christmas
February
Easter

Half term 6
May
Summer

Literature
Unit 2
DNA

Revision

Literature
Revision
Unit 2
DNA
Language
Unit 2
Non-fiction
extracts and
writing

Revision

Revision
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English – Key Stage 5

Half Term 1

Half Term 2

Sept-Oct

Nov-Dec

Year 12 Long Term Plan Literature
Half Term 3
Half Term 4
Jan-Feb

Feb-March

Half Term 5

Half Term 6

April-May

June-July

Drama
component:

Drama
component
Continued:

Poetry
component #1

Prose
Component

Prose
Component
Continued

Coursework
planning

Teacher 1:

Teacher 2:

Teacher 1:

Teacher 1:

Teacher 1:

Othello

*Work
through a
selection of
(Links between the 2002-2011
O/SCD)
Anthology

*Overview of
contents and
structure of
Beloved

*Overview of
contents and
structure of
Beloved

Teacher 1 and
2 (split class
across
teachers)

*Deconstruct
key scenes
from the text

*Deconstruct
key scenes
from the text

*review of
text
*induction of
critical
reading /
application
(critical
anthology as
provided by
exam board)
*Approach
Othello in the
light of critical
reading
Teacher 2:
*Street
Named Desire

*Comparative
skills

*Teacher 2
*Intro to
Modernism as
a movement in
arts (poetry
focus, but
some visual
required for
understanding
of a no. of
poems)
*Work through
selection of
poems from
the Modernist
poetry
anthology

*Introduce
individual
study
*Independent
Study Skills

Teacher 1:

Teacher 1:

*Overview of
contents and
structure of
Dorian Grey

*Overview of
contents and
structure of
Dorian Grey

*Deconstruct
key scenes
from the text

*Deconstruct
key scenes
from the text

*Support
pupils as
THEY choose
two texts
*Pupils read
books /
conduct wider
reading / plan
essays
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Half Term
1
Sept-Oct
Coursework
completion:

Teachers
remain with
allotted pupils.

Teachers
supervise
drafting
process (1 draft
per
pupil is the
guidance
from the
board).

Half Term
2

Year 13 Long Term Plan Literature
Half Term 3
Half Term 4

JanFeb
NovPoetry
Poetry
component #2 component #2
continued
Teacher 1:
*Work
through the
remaining
selection of
the
2002-2011
Anthology

/ Move into
revision of
drama

Feb-March
Revise
Drama

Half Term 5

Half Term 6

April-May

June-July

Revise Prose
and Poetry

Pupils finish
English
course TBC

/ Move into
revision of
prose and
poetry

Teacher 2:
*Work
through the
remaining
selection of
the Modernist
poetry
anthology
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Half Term
1

Half Term
2

Year 12 Long Term Plan Language
Half Term 3
Half Term 4

JanFeb
Sept-Oct
NovTeacher 1
Teacher 1
Teacher 1
PAPER 1:
PAPER 2
PAPER 2
SECTION A (Q1- SECTION A Q1 Varieties
3)
Language
continued:
Introduction to
Varieties:
Occupation
Language study: Gender (4.2.1)
Methods and
representation

Teacher 2
Teacher 2
PAPER 2
PAPER 1:
SECTION A Q2 Teacher 2
PAPER 2
SECTION A (Q1- Language
Varieties
3)
Varieties:
Introduction to
Geographical continued:
Language study:
World
Discourse and
Englishes
representation

Feb-March

Half Term 5

Half Term 6

April-May

June-July

Teacher 1
Teacher 1
Teacher 1
COURSEWORK: COURSEWORK: COURSEWO
CREATIVE
CREATIVE
RK
WRITING
WRITING
CREATIVE
The power of
Continued /
WRITING
information
produce
The power of
coursework
Continued /
persuasion
produce
The power of
coursework
storytelling
Directed writing
practice / skills
Teacher 2
PAPER 2
SECTION B
Writing to
Discourse

Teacher 2
COURSEWOR Teacher 2
K
COURSEWO
DATA
RK
INVESTIGATIONINVESTIGATI
:
O:
Planning and
Continued /
Collecting Data produce
coursework
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Half Term
1
Sept-Oct
Teacher 1
Language
change

Half Term
2
NovTeacher 1
Language
change
continued

Year 13 Long Term Plan Language
Half Term 3
Half Term 4
JanFeb
Teacher 1
Revision
Paper 1:
Section A

Teacher 2
Teacher 2
Teacher 2
Child Language Child Language Revision:
Language
Acquisition
Acquisition
Diversity – early
continued
revision

Feb-March

Half Term 5

Half Term 6

April-May

June-July

Teacher 1
Teacher 1
REVISE
Revision: Paper
CHANGE
1 Section A
Focus on
Revision: Paper
discursive, essay 2 Section A
writing, analysis
and comparison
of source
materials and
directed writing

Teacher 2
Revision: Child
Language
Acquisition

Teacher 2
Revision: paper
2 Section B:
Writing t0
discourse
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Geography
Key Stage 3
Overview
Students cover a broad mix of thematic and enquiry based approaches to different human
and physical geographical issues. The aim of this is to spur their curiosity about the planet,
whilst building their appreciation of how our planet changes over time. Key Stage 3
Geography is structured to allow them to consider a range of physical processes, increases
their global understand and allows them to investigate the two sided relationship between
humans and the natural environment. Students study contemporary examples from around
the world, and across different scales to explore and analyse the world around them, whilst
increasing their understanding of their role as global citizens. Continual assessment is built
into every topic, which requires students to utilise the skills gained, along with building their
ability to make decisions and justify those decisions with evidence.
Year 7
Students have 3 x 1 hour long lessons a fortnight of Geography and study half termly topics.
Autumn Term 1: Country study on India: a study of the physical, human and cultural
Geography of the country.
Autumn Term 2: Skills based topic looking at Map skills and the national, regional & local
Geography around us.
Spring Term 1: Brazil and its development. Investigating Brazil’s variety of physical and
human landscapes.
Spring Term 2: Ecosystems: The uniqueness of different ecosystems around the planet
and their fragile nature.
Summer Term 1: Weather and Climate: An investigation into what the weather is, how it is
measured and how it differs between places.
Summer Term 2: Litter Fieldwork around school and plan to improve.
Year 8
Students have 3 hour lessons a fortnight of Geography and study half-termly units of work
Autumn Term 1: Conflict. Investigating the Geo-politics of conflict and impacts.
Autumn Term 2: Study of earth’s structure and the impacts of tectonic processes. Focus
on the 2004 Boxing Day tsunami.
Spring Term 1: Energy and Resources; how will we cope?
Spring Term 2: Population - understanding recent population changes and the impact of this
from examples around the world.
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Summer Term 1: Enquiry based unit structured around students utilising self-regulation to
explore the challenges to our planet and how they can be overcome. Second half of this unit
involves a study of Antarctica.
Summer Term 2: River processes, landforms and management.
GCSE Geography - AQA Geography GCSE 9-1
Examined by 3 external exams (Paper 1 Physical Environments = 35%, Paper 2 Human
Environments = 35%, Paper 3 Issue Evaluation and Fieldwork = 30%).
A mandatory requirement, set by the DfE, is that students complete two pieces of fieldwork
off the school grounds. This is completed during year 11.
Students have 4 x 1 hour long lessons (sometimes as double period) a fortnight of
Geography and follow the AQA Geography 9-1 Syllabus. This means students study topics
and sit an official GCSE style end of topic test. The length of each topic varies based upon
time needed to fully understand content but below is our intended pathway of learning.
Year 9 - Start of GCSE
Autumn Term 1: Paper 1 Section C - UK Physical Landscapes - Rivers
Autumn Term 2: Paper 1 Section C - UK Physical Landscapes - Coasts
Spring Term 1: Paper 2 Section A - Urban Issues and Challenges - Brazil, Rio de Janeiro
Spring Term 2: Paper 2 Section A - Urban Issues and Challenges - U.K, Bristol
Summer Term 1: Paper 1 Section B - Ecosystems - Tropical Rainforest Environments
Summer Term 2: Paper 1 Section B - Ecosystems - Hot Desert Environments
Year 10 - GCSE
Autumn Term 1: Paper 2 Section C - Resource Management
Autumn Term 2: Paper 2 Section C - Resource Management - Water
Spring Term 1: Paper 3 - Issue Evaluation Focus and Practice Paper
Spring Term 2: Paper 1 Section A - Natural Hazards
Summer Term 1: Paper 1 Section A - Natural Hazards
Summer Term 2: Paper 2 Section B - Economic World - The Development Gap
Year 11 - GCSE
Autumn Term 1: Paper 2 Section B - Economic World - The U.K Economy
Autumn Term 2: Paper 2 Section B - Economic World & December PPE revision
Spring Term 1: Paper 3 Fieldwork - 2 days in the field collecting data and write up
Spring Term 2: Paper 3 Issue evaluation - Pre Release 12 weeks before the exam on a
topical issue which students will come to a justified conclusion about.
Summer Term 1: Revision + First exam pre May Half term
Summer Term 2: 2nd and 3rd exams.
A Level Geography - Edexcel
Examined by 3 x 2 hour 15 minute external exams (80%) in July of Year 13 and 1 Non
Examined Assessment (20%) which must be submitted before May of Year 13.
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Our current framework involves students being taught different topics by 3 subject
Geography specialists. That way students cover multiple topics simultaneously. Topics vary
in time scale dependent on content level and weighting within exams.
Year 12
Paper 1 Section A - Tectonic processes and Hazards
Paper 1 Section B - Coastal Processes
Paper 2 Section B - Regeneration
Paper 2 Section A - Globalisation
Paper 2 Section C - Migration, Identity and Sovereignty
Non Examined Assessment
Year 13
Non Examined Assessment
Paper 1 Section C - The Water Cycle
Paper 1 Section C - The Water cycle
Paper 2 Section A - Superpowers
Paper 3 - Synoptic Preparation
Revision
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History
Key Stage 3 (KS3)
Year 7
Students have 3 hours of History lessons per fortnight and study termly themes and big
questions.
Term 1a: Introduction to History skills and Roman Britain- What happened in Britain before
1066?
Term 1b: The Norman Conquest- How did William conquer?
Term 2a: Death and Disaster- What was life like in Medieval England?
Term 2b: Development of Church, State and Society - What impact did the Tudors have on
English History?
Term 3a: Britain 1750-1900 - What were the consequences of Industrial change?
Term 3b: The Slave Trade - What were the causes and consequences of the Slave Trade?
Year 8
Students have 3 hours of History lessons per fortnight and study termly themes and big
questions.
Term 1a + b: The First World War - What were the causes, events and consequences of
The First World War?
Term 2a: Europe in the 1930s- How did the world end up in another conflict?
Term 2b: World War 2- What were the trials and turning points of World War 2?
Term 3a: Hot War/ Cold War- Why was there still conflict after WW2?
Term 3b: Civil Rights movement- Can we right #oscarssowhite?
Key Stage 4 (KS4)
GCSE History
Exam Board – Edexcel GCSE (9-1)
Examined by – 3 exams in summer of Y11 (100% of the History GCSE)
This course aims to encourage students to build on their understanding of the past through
experiencing a broad and balanced course of study. Students will develop the ability to ask
relevant and significant questions about the past and to research them. Students will learn to
organise and communicate their historical knowledge and understanding in different ways
and improve their source and essay writing skills.
Unit 1 Exam – Crime and Punishment in Britain c.1000 – present and Whitechapel c.18701900 (30%)
The main focus of this unit is on change and continuity in the areas of: crimes; punishments;
and law enforcement. The Whitechapel depth study of this unit is largely based on source
analysis. The unit includes:
•
•
•

The impact of the Norman Conquest on definitions of crime after 1066 and the
punishments served for the crimes committed
The rise of heresy and treason in the era of the Tudors and Stuarts.
The Gunpowder Plot
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•
•

The witchcraft ‘craze’
The impact of industrialization on crime, punishment and law enforcement (e.g.
highway robbery, smuggling, development of the prison system)
Changes and continuity in the twentieth century/present day
Development of the police force under Robert Peel
The Jack the Ripper murders and the problems of policing this notorious case

•
•
•

Unit 2 Exam – The American West, 1835-95; and Anglo-Saxon and Norman England
c.1060-88 (40%)
The focus of this unit is a detailed study on the two historical periods outlined in the unit title.
It includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The way of life of the Plains Indians (their nomadic lifestyle, culture and
importance of buffalo)
Migration West and the reasons for it
The growth of the cattle industry (cowboys and cattle ranches)
Conflict and tension between the Plains Indians and White Americans
The destruction of the way of life of the Plains Indians
Life in Anglo-Saxon England
The Battle of Hastings and it’s significance
Norman control (e.g. the building of castles and suppressing rebellions)
Rebellion
The Feudal System and role of the Church

Unit 3 Exam – Weimar and Nazi Germany 1918-39 (30%)
The unit constitutes the modern depth study of the GCSE, and requires students to know about
the period of study in detail. There is a focus on understanding different aspects within this
period, such as social, economic, political, cultural and military, and how they interact with each
other. The unit of study covers:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The impact of WW1 on Germany
The new Weimar Government and the problems it faced from 1919
The rise of the Nazi Party
How Hitler was able to become Chancellor and, ultimately, Fuhrer of Germany
Life in Nazi Germany people and the impact of Nazi rule on different groups of
people – women, workers, unemployed, young people and minority groups
Persecution of the Jews and other minority groups

Key Stage 5
A Level History
Exam Board – OCR
How is the course assessed?
Year 13 A level – 3 exams in the summer (Unit 1 (30%), Unit 2 (20%), Unit 3 (30%) and
Coursework (20%)
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The units studied at AS/A level in Year 12 are:
Unit 1
The Wars of the Roses (1445-85) and the reign of Henry VII (1485-1509) – source and
essay paper (60%). The focus of this unit is the struggle between the Houses of Lancaster
and York in the civil war known as the Wars of the Roses. Following this, students will study
the reign of the first Tudor monarch Henry VII.
Unit 2
Italy 1896-1945 – short answer/essay paper (40%) The main focus of this unit is the early
neutrality of Italy and subsequent entry into WW1, Fascist Italy under Mussolini 1925-43 and
an in-depth study of Mussolini’s Foreign Policy.
The units studied at A level in Year 13 are:
Unit 3
Rebellion and Disorder under the Tudors (1485-1603) – source and essay paper (30%).
This unit focuses on the causes, frequency, nature and extent of disorder in England and
Ireland during the Tudor period. The following rebellions are studied in depth: Pilgrimage of
Grace, Western Rebellion and Tyrone’s rebellion
Unit 4
Russia 1856-1964*(20%) (Coursework – one extended essay). The unit focuses on the
nature of Tsarist rule, the structure of the Soviet system, the attempt to reform Stalin’s
Russia to 1956 and a comparison between Dictators, communist leaders and Tsars.
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Law
A Level Law
Exam Board – AQA
Examined by: 3 external exams at the end of Year 13. Each exam is 2 hours long.
Paper 1 – Criminal Law (33%)
Paper 2 – Tort Law (33%)
Paper 3 – Law of Contract (33%)
This course gives students an understanding of the role of Law in today's society and raises
their awareness of the rights and responsibilities of individuals.
Year 12
In year 12 students study the content for Papers 1 and 2. Paper 1 includes the nature of the
English legal System and Criminal law. Paper 2 focuses on Tort Law.
Year 13
In year 13 students study the content for Paper 3 Law of Contract. The remainder of Year
13 is spent developing exam technique.
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Mathematics
Key Stage 3
Throughout Key Stage 3, (Years 7 – 9), there are either 3 or 4 sets in each side of the year
for Mathematics. Students are broadly set up on entry in Mathematics at Tavistock College.
Students are then set based on their raw score from the Key Stage 2 tests to get the most
accurate sets, but we also perform our own baseline assessment to help inform this setting.
The aim throughout Key Stage 3 is to provide the students with a confidence and an
enjoyment of mathematics which will prepare them for their GCSE in Key Stage 4.
Our schemes of work reflect the updated curriculum frameworks from the government,
increasing the functionality in the programmes of study and allowing our students more
opportunities to engage and apply their Mathematics in the real world. Students will cover a
range of topics and work as outlined in the National Framework covering the six key
elements: Number, Algebra, Ratio Geometry & Measure, and Probability & Statistics.
From the government’s program of study;
"The expectation is that the majority of pupils will move through the programmes of study at
broadly the same pace. However, decisions about when to progress should always be based
on the security of pupils’ understanding and their readiness to progress to the next stage.
Pupils who grasp concepts rapidly should be challenged through being offered rich and
sophisticated problems before any acceleration through new content. Those who are not
sufficiently fluent with earlier material should consolidate their understanding, including
through additional practice, before moving on."
Because of this, the following topics are examples of topics that pupil might expect to meet
in each year, but will depend upon their stage of learning.
In Year 7
In Number; be able to understand and use place value (e.g. when working with very large or
very small numbers, and when calculating with decimals), use the symbols =, ≠, <, >, ≤, ≥,
apply the four operations, including formal written methods, to integers, decimals and simple
fractions (proper and improper), and mixed numbers.
In Algebra; be able to use and interpret algebraic notation, including: ab in place of a × b, 3y
in place of y + y + y and 3 × y, a² in place of a × a, a³ in place of a × a × a, a/b in place of a ÷
b, recognise and use sequences of triangular, square and cube numbers, simple arithmetic
progressions, solve linear equations in one unknown algebraically.
In Ratio; express one quantity as a fraction of another, where the fraction is less than 1 or
greater than 1, use ratio notation, including reduction to simplest form, divide a given
quantity into two parts in a given part:part or part:whole ratio.
In Geometry & Measure; use conventional terms and notations: points, lines, vertices,
edges, planes, parallel lines, perpendicular lines, right angles, polygons, regular polygons
and polygons with reflection and/or rotation symmetries, use standard units of mass, length,
time, money and other measures (including standard compound measures) using decimal
quantities where appropriate.
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In Probability; apply ideas of randomness, fairness and equally likely events to calculate
expected outcomes of multiple future experiments, relate relative expected frequencies to
theoretical probability, using appropriate language and the 0 - 1 probability scale.
In Statistics; interpret and construct tables, charts and diagrams, including frequency tables,
bar charts, pie charts and pictograms for categorical data, vertical line charts for ungrouped
discrete numerical data and know their appropriate use, interpret, analyse and compare the
distributions of data sets from univariate empirical distributions through appropriate
measures of central tendency (median, mean, mode and modal class) and spread (range).
In Year 8
In Number; pupils will start to interpret and write numbers in standard form A x 10n, where 1
≤ A <10 and n is an integer, round numbers and measures to an appropriate degree of
accuracy (e.g. to a specified number of decimal places or significant figures), use the
concepts and vocabulary of prime numbers, highest common factor, lowest common
multiple, prime factorisation, including using product notation and the unique factorisation
theorem.
In Algebra; simplify and manipulate algebraic expressions by taking out common factors and
simplifying expressions involving sums, products and powers, including the laws of indices,
plot graphs of equations that correspond to straight-line graphs in the coordinate plane,
solve linear equations with the unknown on both sides of the equation.
In Ratio; express the division of a quantity into two parts as a ratio; apply ratio to real
contexts and problems (such as those involving conversion, comparison, scaling, mixing,
concentrations), express a multiplicative relationship between two quantities as a ratio or a
fraction, understand and use proportion as equality of ratios.
In Geometry & Measure; identify, describe and construct similar shapes, including on
coordinate axes, by considering enlargement, derive and use the sum of angles in a triangle
(e.g. to deduce and use the angle sum in any polygon, and to derive properties of regular
polygons), identify and apply circle definitions and properties, including: centre, radius,
chord, diameter, circumference. Measure line segments and angles in geometric figures,
including interpreting maps and scale drawings and use of bearings, calculate perimeters of
2D shapes, including circles, calculate areas of circles and composite shapes.
In Probability; apply the property that the probabilities of an exhaustive set of outcomes sum
to one; apply the property that the probabilities of an exhaustive set of mutually exclusive
events sum to one, enumerate sets and combinations of sets systematically, using tables,
grids and Venn diagrams, construct theoretical possibility spaces for combined experiments
with equally likely outcomes and use these to calculate theoretical probabilities.
In Statistics; Interpret, analyse and compare the distributions of data sets from univariate
empirical distributions through appropriate graphical representation involving discrete,
continuous and grouped data. use and interpret scatter graphs of bivariate data, recognise
correlation, interpret, analyse and compare the distributions of data sets from univariate
empirical distributions through appropriate measures of central tendency (median, mean,
mode and modal class) and spread (range, including consideration of outliers).
In Year 9
In Number; calculate with roots, and with integer indices, calculate exactly with multiples of
π. Use inequality notation to specify simple error intervals due to truncation or rounding,
apply and interpret limits of accuracy.
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In Algebra; solve, in simple cases, two linear simultaneous equations in two variables
algebraically, find approximate solutions to simultaneous equations using a graph, solve
quadratic equations algebraically by factorising, and find approximate solutions to quadratic
equations using a graph.
In Geometry & Measure; Calculate arc lengths, angles and areas of sectors of circles, apply
the concepts of congruence and similarity, including the relationships between lengths in
similar figures, know the formulae for: Pythagoras’ theorem, a² + b² = c², and apply it to find
lengths in right-angled triangles in two dimensional figures. Trigonometry will be is
introduced and students will be able to use the relationships between sine, cosine and
tangent to find angles and sides in triangles.
In Ratio; solve problems involving direct and inverse proportion, including graphical and
algebraic representations, interpret the gradient of a straight line graph as a rate of change;
In Probability; enumerate sets and combinations of sets systematically, using tree diagrams,
understand that empirical unbiased samples tend towards theoretical probability
distributions, with increasing sample size, calculate the probability of independent and
dependent combined events, including using tree diagrams and other representations, and
know the underlying assumptions.
In Statistics; interpret and construct tables, charts and diagrams, including tables and line
graphs for time series data and know their appropriate use, draw estimated lines of best fit;
make predictions, know correlation does not indicate causation; interpolate and extrapolate
apparent trends whilst knowing the dangers of so doing.
The content and pace of learning is matched with the setting, designed to stretch those at
the top, develop those in the middle and support those in the lower sets. All students need
to be challenged and tackle more complex problems in order to develop their skills. There is
a strong focus on mastery of the elements of mathematics and so challenge is not
necessarily presented as working on ‘harder maths’ but with broadening and making links.
The department is committed to helping all pupils turn mistakes and struggles into valuable
learning experiences, providing rich mathematical activities and developing pupils’ growth
mind-sets.
There are two whole year group tests, and two shorter tests following which setting will be
reviewed. Progress is constantly monitored against learning objectives via marking of books
and assessed tasks. Teachers communicate with home, within the department and with the
pastoral team, in order to both praise and raise any concerns regarding either the quality of
work, or the approach to work.
KS4 Mathematics Overview
Students in KS4 (year 10 and 11) will study toward a GCSE in Mathematics and some
students will be encouraged to study GCSE Further Maths. GCSE in Mathematics is split
into 2 tiers, Higher and Foundation. Students will study for the tier that is most suited to their
ability and that offers them the greatest opportunity to gain a good pass.
Under the 2015 GCSE specification students are grade 1-9, 9 being the highest.
‘standard’ pass is recognised as being grade 4 and a ‘strong’ pass is a grade 5 or better

A

Throughout KS4 students will be assessed in class by their teachers and through the use of
practice exams.
Examination:
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Under the new specification students will sit 3 exams, 1 non calculator paper and 2
calculator papers. Each paper is 1 hour 30 minutes.
Specifications:
Current and new specifications have been developed with a focus and mathematical skills
and the application of those skills to solve problems.
An outline of the new GCSE specifications are given below and will be covered over the
course of Year 10 and Year 11. It should be noted that different classes will cover these
topics at different rates according to the ability and confidence of the groups.
It can also be seen that there is some overlap between the 2 tiers, the higher course covers
grades 4- 9 and the foundation covers 1-5, ensuring it is possible to achieve a good pass on
both tiers.
KS4 GCSE Mathematics course content
•

Higher Foundation

•

Integers and decimals Integers

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coordinates - Decimals
Fractions - Coordinates
Algebra - Fractions
Expanding polynomials - Algebra
Shape and angles - Angles, lines and triangles
2-D and 3-D shapes - Collecting data
Collecting data - Charts and graphs
Displaying data - Pie charts
Types of number
Patterns and sequences
Quadratic sequences
Properties of quadrilaterals and parallel lines
Fractions, Decimals, Percentages - Symmetry, Similarity and Congruence
Perimeter and area - Reading scales and converting units
Formulae and linear equations - Constructions
Linear graphs Fractions, decimals and percentages
Construction and loci - Applications of percentages
Simultaneous equations - Ratio and proportion
Probability - Linear equations and inequalities
Venn Diagrams - Solving simultaneous equations
Revision and consolidation - Perimeter and area
Ratio and Scale - 3-D shapes
Averages and range - Real-life graphs
Trial and Improvement - Straight line graphs
Surface area and volume - Timetables, distance-time graphs and speed
Compound measures Volume
Transformations - Probability
Similarity and Congruence - Formulae
Quadratic functions, equations and graphs - Angles properties of polygons
Index notation and surds - Transformations
Circle theorems (or Perimeter and Area) - Scatter graphs and correlation
Pythagoras and trigonometry Averages and range
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sine and cosine rules (Trigonometry)Quadratics including graphs and Factorising
Solving
Vectors - Trial and Improvement (or Integers/Decimals)
Further Graphs and functions Circles (or Perimeter and Area)
Quadratic Inequalities Pythagoras’ Theorem (or Angles, lines and triangles)
Transformations of functions (or Transformations) - Trigonometry , Trig ratios in 2D
Inverse and composite functions
Deduce turning points by completing the square
Calculate or estimate gradients of graphs.

KS5 Mathematics Overview
In KS5 we offer 4 different mathematics pathways. We offer A-Level mathematics, A-Level
further mathematics, mathematics in context (level 3 core mathematics) and GCSE retake
mathematics. Students who do not achieve a grade 4 or higher in GCSE mathematics at the
end of year 11 will need to retake their GCSE in years 12 and 13.
A-Level Mathematics – EdExcel. Year 12 Modules: Pure Mathematics 1, Stats and
Mechanics 1. Year 13: Pure mathematics 2, Stats and Mechanics 2.
Modules: C3, C4 and M1.
In year 12 students will develop the algebraic skills which they learnt at GCSE so that they
are able to solve complex algebraic problems using factor and remainder theorems and the
binomial theorem. They will also be introduced to calculus which makes up a significant part
of mathematics A-Level. They will also be introduced to radians, sequences and series.
Students will also develop the statistical skills that they learned at GCSE by using hypothesis
tests and meeting the normal distribution.
In year 13 students build upon the skills learned in year 12. In particular they learn how to
apply calculus to more complicated situations using chain, product and quotient rule as well
as integration by parts. They also use trigonometric identities to solve complex problems
and model straight lines in 3 dimensional space using vectors. Students also meet
mechanics for the first time which involves looking at moments and projectiles. There are 3
examinations taken at the end of year 13, 2 pure papers and 1 applied. Each paper is 2
hours in duration.
A-Level Further Mathematics – EdExcel. Year 12 Modules: Core Pure 1, Statistics 1. Year
13: Core Pure 2 and Statistics 2
In year 12 students are introduced to complex numbers, matrices, proof by induction. In
decision In statistics they meet new distributions like binomial, Poisson and uniform.
In year 13 students study complex numbers in more detail including de Moivre’s theorem.
They learn new analytical techniques such as Macluarin Series too. In statistics they meet
new tests like Chi Squared and Spearman’s Rank Coefficient. There are 4 examinations
taken at the end of year 13
Mathematics in Context (level 3 Core Mathematics) – EdExcel
Mathematics in context is a relatively new course which aims to develop students’
mathematical knowledge from GCSE. The course’s focus is on use of data and linear
programming and looks at what mathematics students may meet further on in life. In
particular it helps student prepare for university courses which may contain some
mathematical content like psychology, sport science, biology, etc. without the need to study
for a full A-Level in mathematics. There are 2 examinations taken at the end of year 13.
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Mathematics GCSE Resits - EdExcel
Students are given the option to resit mathematics in both November and June. Students
are given lessons which try to build on their misconceptions and prepare them thoroughly for
their examinations.
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Modern Foreign Languages (MFL)
The MFL Department at Tavistock College believes that languages are becoming ever more
important in an increasingly connected world. The skills, knowledge and understanding
developed through the delivery of the MFL curriculum are an integral part of a young person’s
all-round education forging the competencies needed to enter the work place at the end of
their full time education. Furthermore, the increased understanding of other cultures helps
students to develop greater awareness of the wider modern society.
We aim to provide students, regardless of ability, with an enjoyable, practical skill in their
Modern Foreign Language. In Year 7, students have the opportunity to choose between three
languages offered; French, Spanish and Japanese. The curriculum in KS3 has been designed
to give them a firm basis in the basic skills needed to learn a language and linking strongly
with the whole school literacy focus. We aspire to give students the necessary skills and
confidence to continue into KS4, and even KS5.
Through a motivating and encouraging atmosphere, we strive to inspire students to achieve in
all the skill areas; reading, writing, listening and speaking. We encourage them to take risks in
an environment where students can feel safe to learn from their mistakes and develop a
mutually supporting relationship with their peers and their teachers. We endeavour to do this
through careful questioning and peer- and self- assessment, as well as through interactive
methods of teaching and learning. Students are encouraged to develop their confidence to
assess their own progress and to set themselves targets to improve. Increasing student
motivation and aspiration to learn and make sustained improvement. Students are taught from
the beginning of Year 7 to recognise the criteria for quality work and acquire the necessary
skills to assess and improve their own work.
Key Stage 3: Modern Foreign Languages – Tavistock College
Teaching may be of any modern foreign language and should build on the foundations of
language learning laid at key stage 2, whether pupils continue with the same language or take
up a new one. Teaching should focus on developing the breadth and depth of pupils’
competence in listening, speaking, reading and writing, based on a sound foundation of core
grammar and vocabulary. It should enable pupils to understand and communicate personal
and factual information, developing and justifying points of view in speech and writing, with
increased spontaneity, independence and accuracy.
Pupils are taught to:
Grammar and vocabulary
•

identify and use tenses or other structures which convey the present, past, and future as
appropriate to the language being studied

•

use and manipulate a variety of key grammatical structures and patterns, including voices
and moods, as appropriate

•

develop and use a wide-ranging and deepening vocabulary that allows them to give
information and justify opinions.

•

use accurate grammar, spelling and punctuation.

Linguistic competence
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

listen to a variety of forms of spoken language to obtain information and respond
appropriately
transcribe words and short sentences that they hear with increasing accuracy
initiate and develop conversations, coping with unfamiliar language and unexpected
responses, making use of important social conventions such as formal modes of address
express and develop ideas clearly and with increasing accuracy, both orally and in writing
speak coherently and confidently, with increasingly accurate pronunciation and intonation
read and show comprehension of original and adapted materials from a range of different
sources, understanding the purpose, important ideas and details, and provide an accurate
English translation of short, suitable material
read literary texts in the language [such as stories, songs, poems and letters], to stimulate
ideas, develop creative expression and expand understanding of the language and culture
write prose using an increasingly wide range of grammar and vocabulary; write creatively
to express their own ideas.

Key Stage 3 French
Year 7
Year 7 and 8 students follow the Pearson Studio course, an all-inclusive course which enables
students to progress their linguistic skills in a structured manner. All 4 skills areas of listening,
reading, speaking and writing are given equal importance with students encouraged to selfassess and set personal improvement targets.
Broad theme areas covered in year 7:
•
•
•
•
•

Exchanging personal information
School life
Sports and freetime activities
Describing towns
Holidays

Broad theme areas covered in year 8:
•
•
•
•
•

TV/Books/Films/Internet activities
Describing a past trip to Paris
Identity; personality, relationships, fashion
Describing your home; building, meals, celebrations
Talent and Ambition

Key Stage 3 Spanish
Year 7 and 8 students follow an adapted Mira course, an all-inclusive course which enables
students to progress their linguistic skills in a structured manner. All 4 skills areas of listening,
reading, speaking and writing are given equal importance with students encouraged to selfassess and set personal improvement targets.
Broad theme areas covered in year 7:
•
•
•

Exchanging personal information;
School;
My family;
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•
•
•

Where I live;
Describing myself & others;
Cultural project.

Broad theme areas covered in year 8:
•
•
•
•
•

Leisure & Hobbies;
My town & Area;
Food & Drink;
Health & Fitness;
Festivals.

Japanese
Japanese is a language that is still relatively new to schools in the UK so those students who
study it will gain excellent employment opportunities in a wide range of areas including
business, international law, banking and leisure and tourism. In Japanese we aim to equip our
students with the means to excel in a global society where the understanding of another
language and culture is of paramount importance. With our successful Japanese exchange to
Tokyo and other strong links with Japan we hope to encourage our students to become more
culturally aware as well as giving them the opportunities to make lasting friendships using their
Japanese language skills.
Key Stage 3 Japanese
Over the course of our two year key stage 3 course, our students learn to read and write the
hiragana alphabet. They learn how to perform simple conversations in Japanese as well as
reading and writing kanji numbers. In Year 7 they explore the world of classroom language
and begin building up their vocabulary through a variety of topics including: greetings;
numbers; personal information; classroom objects; and days of the week. In Year 8 our
students continue to become fluent in reading and writing hiragana whilst simultaneously
learning to recognise and use the katakana alphabet and some kanji. They continue to
expand their range of topics focusing on: food and drink; family; school; time and transport.
The students investigate various Japanese sentence patterns and learn how to use them
independently.
Key Stage 4 Japanese
Students of the Pearson GCSE in Japanese will learn to speak, listen, read, write and
communicate effectively in Japanese, as well as develop awareness and understanding of
countries and communities where Japanese is spoken. The Pearson GCSE in Japanese
enables students to develop an understanding of the language in a variety of contexts, the
ability to communicate effectively in Japanese, and knowledge of Japanese vocabulary and
structures, as well as transferable language learning skills.
Key features of the Pearson GCSE in Japanese:
Foundation: Grades 5-1
Higher: Grades 9-5
Five themes:
1. Local area, travel and holiday
2. School
3. Identity and culture
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4. Future aspirations, study and work
5. International global dimension
Prepares students for studying A level Japanese
Students are expected to learn 200 kanji as well as have a thorough working knowledge of the
hiragana and katakana alphabets. The GCSE in Japanese requires students to:
•
•
•
•
•

develop the ability to listen to and understand spoken Japanese in a range of contexts and
a variety of styles
communicate in speech for a variety of purposes
read and respond to different types of written language
understand and apply a range of Japanese vocabulary and structures
develop language learning and communication skills which can be applied broadly

Course Overview
The three year course consists of four units based on the following skills; speaking, listening,
reading and writing.
•

Unit 1 Listening and Understanding in Japanese. This unit draws on vocabulary and
structures from across the four specified common topic areas: out and about; customer
service and transactions; personal information; and future plans, education and work.
Students will be tested on their ability to understand spoken Japanese.

•

Unit 2 Speaking in Japanese. The focus of the speaking unit relates to the following
themes: media; travel and culture or sport, leisure and work. Students are expected to
demonstrate an ability to use the language for different purposes and in different
settings. The examination features two tasks: a focused, picture-based discussion or
presentation (with follow-up questions related to a chosen theme); and a general
conversation related to a chosen theme.

•

Unit 3 Reading and Understanding in Japanese. In this unit students are expected to
develop their ability to understand a wide range of written Japanese. The unit consists of a
number of short texts, notices or short news reports in Japanese which include a range of
settings and styles both formal and informal (for example text messages, advertisements,
emails). There is also a translation component: Japanese to English

•

Unit 4 Writing in Japanese. In this unit students learn how to use a range of complex
Japanese language structures and grammar. Students need to produce two pieces of
Japanese writing in the examination in response to a choice of questions that relate to the
prescribed themes of this specification. There is also a translation component: English to
Japanese

Key Stage 4 French & Spanish
At GCSE we follow the Eduqas exam board scheme of work. The French and Spanish
courses are identical in terms of the structure of the exams and the topic areas. We begin the
GCSE course in Year 9.
Themes
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There are 3 broad theme contexts, further broken down into the following sub-themes and
modules:
Theme 1: Identity & Culture
Youth Culture
• Self and relationships
• Technology and social media
Lifestyle
•
•

Health and fitness
Entertainment and leisure

Customs and traditions
• Food and drink
• Festivals and celebrations
Theme 2: Local, national, international & global areas of interest
Home and locality
• Local areas of interest
• Transport
Spain/France and Spanish/French speaking countries
• Local and regional features and characteristics
• Holidays and tourism
Global sustainability
• Environment
• Social issues
Theme 3: Current & future study & employment
Current Study
• School life
• School studies
The world of work
• Work experience and part time jobs
• Skills and personal qualities
Jobs and future plans
• Applying for work/study
• Career plans
Exam Structure
There are 4 exams at the end of YR11 all at either foundation or higher level: Listening,
speaking, reading and writing. Each of these exams is worth 25% of the final grade.
Key Stage 5 Japanese

Qualification: Level 3 GCE AS / A2
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UCAS points equivalent: AS max. 60 / A2 max. 140
Minimum entry qualifications:
5 A* - C grades including a B grade in the chosen (or appropriate alternative) subject
Course Overview:
The first year of this course is an AS level qualification and consists of 1 unit of study in 3
sections. The student may continue to study for a second year in order to gain an A2
qualification. You will study reading and writing Japanese in more detail in order to read,
understand and extract information from authentic written passages in Japanese. You will
translate and write essays on a variety of topics in Japanese. The unit of study at AS level is
split into the following sections:
•

Unit 1 Understanding and Written Response. Section 1: Read three passages in Japanese
and then answer questions about them in Japanese. Section 2: Read a passage in
Japanese and translate it into English. Section 3: Read a short printed text for a task such
as writing an e-mail; report or article in Japanese answering questions. The task involves
writing around 300/350 characters.

•

Unit 2 Understanding, Written Response and Research. Section 1: a. Read a text in
Japanese and answer questions in Japanese; b. translate a piece of contemporary text
from English into Japanese. Section 2: In advance of the examination choose a topic and a
text. There will be a choice of 2 questions on the selected topic and text. You can choose
to answer either question and your answer should be at least 400-450 characters.

How is the course assessed?
AS one examination paper of 2 hours and 45 minutes;
A2 one examination paper of 3 hours. Examination Board is Edexcel
What are the progression routes?
Employment or higher education study in business, banking, law, leisure and tourism,
translation.
Suggested Compatible Subjects:
Maths, History or any Science. Modern Foreign Languages

KS5 FRENCH: Level 3 GCE A2 Context
The French A Level course builds on the knowledge, understanding and skills gained at
GCSE. It constitutes an integrated study with a focus on language, culture and society. It
fosters a range of transferable skills, including communication, critical thinking and creativity
which can be applied in future academic, professional and social contexts. Our French course
will broaden horizons as students develop new or existing language skills, and will give
students an insight into the culture and traditions of France and other francophone countries.
Minimum entry requirements:
Grade 4 in English and Maths plus six GCSEs at grade 4 or above, and level 6+ in French, or
other life experience in French.
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Course overview
You will:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

increase your range of vocabulary and improve your understanding of grammar
have the opportunity to travel to France
study a film and French literary text
study a period of recent French history
research an area of particular interest in your independent research project
learn about many aspects of contemporary France and la Francophonie
acquire a deeper cultural awareness of French speaking communities

Year 12
Topics include the changing nature of the family; education & the world of work; music;
festivals and traditions; the impact of the media. Film Study: ‘La Haine’
Year 13
The focus will be on immigration and French multicultural society, and the rise of the extreme
right. You will also study life under the Occupation of France; the Vichy regime; the
Resistance. Literary Study: ‘No et Moi’
How is the course assessed?
Assessment includes an oral examination, and two written tasks based on the film and literary
text studied. The language paper includes listening, reading and translation tasks.
What are the progression routes?
You could go on to study at university, whether you choose to specialise in French or combine
the language with another subject; you may even be offered the opportunity to study or do
work experience in a French-speaking country. If you choose to start work after A Levels,
languages are always attractive to employers, particularly in business, tourism and banking.
Languages are also in demand in many careers such as translating, interpreting and language
teaching, and can be combined with other areas of interest such as journalism, broadcasting,
engineering and international law. Knowing a foreign language at A Level standard will be a
valuable asset in the workplace of the future.
Suggested Compatible Subjects
The study of a modern foreign language is beneficial to any programme of further education.
KS5 SPANISH: Level 3 GCE A2 Context
The Spanish A Level course builds on the knowledge, understanding and skills gained at
GCSE. It constitutes an integrated study with a focus on language, culture and society. It
fosters a range of transferable skills, including communication, critical thinking and creativity
which can be applied in future academic, professional and social contexts. Our Spanish
course will broaden horizons as students develop new or existing language skills, and will give
students an insight into the culture and traditions of Spain and other Spanish-speaking
countries.
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Minimum entry requirements:
Grade 4 in English and Maths plus six GCSEs at grade 4 or above, and level 6+ in Spanish, or
other life experience in Spanish.
Course overview
You will:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

increase your range of vocabulary and improve your understanding of grammar
have the opportunity to travel to Spain
study a film and Spanish literary text
study a period of recent Spanish history
research an area of particular interest in your independent research project
learn about many aspects of contemporary Spain and the Hispanic world
acquire a deeper cultural awareness of Spanish-speaking communities

Year 12
Topics include the changing nature of the family; education & the world of work; music;
festivals and traditions; the impact of the media. Film Study: ‘El Laberinto del Fauno’
Year 13
Immigration in Spain, and contemporary Spanish multicultural society.
The historical element will focus on the Spanish Civil War; the rise of Franco, and daily life
under dictatorship; the transition to democracy. Literary study: ‘Como Agua para Chocolate’
How is the course assessed?
Assessment includes an oral examination, and two written tasks based on the film and literary
text studied. The language paper includes listening, reading and translation tasks.
What are the progression routes?
You could go on to study at university, whether you choose to specialise in Spanish or
combine the language with another subject; you may even be offered the opportunity to study
or do work experience in a French-speaking country. If you choose to start work after A
Levels, languages are always attractive to employers, particularly in business, tourism and
banking. Languages are also in demand in many careers such as translating, interpreting and
language teaching, and can be combined with other areas of interest such as journalism,
broadcasting, engineering and international law. Knowing a foreign language at A Level
standard will be a valuable asset in the workplace of the future.
Suggested Compatible Subjects
The study of a modern foreign language is beneficial to any programme of further education.
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Physical Education (PE)
The ethos of the Tavistock College Physical Education faculty is To aim to meet the needs of all pupils, helping them all to be successful, independent,
confident learners. To help create responsible citizens, as we strive to inspire through the
delivery of challenging and enjoyable lessons that lead to all enjoying an active and healthy
lifestyle.
The Physical Education curriculum embeds our ethos and gives students the chance to
experience different activities throughout Key Stage 3, 4 and 5. This gives students the
opportunity to challenge themselves to continually achieve at and above expectations both
through curriculum and our extensive extra-curricular offer at lunchtime and after school.
Our extra-curricular offer gives the students the experience of competing against other
schools in a variety of sports and includes the Sports Development tours for Year 10 in Paris
and the sixth form in Florida. We also have the PE student leadership programme as part of
our work in the faculty where students can development important employability skills
through a PE context, which includes leading events and festivals for both college and local
primary school students.
Working alongside this all students have the opportunity to represent their college houses
through inter- house competitions in a variety of different sporting activities. This system
promotes the college co-operative values of democracy, solidarity, equity, equality, selfresponsibility and self- help.
Facilities
•

Indoor Facilities:
o Sports hall
o Five-a-side Football pitch
o 4 Badminton courts
o 1 full size Basketball court
o 3 mini Basketball courts
o 1 Volleyball court
o 1 Netball Court
o 1 Tennis Court
o 4 Soft Tennis courts
o 2 Indoor Cricket nets

•

Fully Equipped Gymnastic Gymnasium with:
o 1 Basketball court
o 1 Badminton court
o 1 Volleyball court
o Dance studio
o Multi Use Room
o Spinning Room
o Fitness suite
o Examination teaching room
o Public Services teaching room
o Examination seminar room
Outside Facilities:
o Full size Rugby pitch

•
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o
o
o
o
o
o

2 Basketball court
3 Softball pitches
4 Rounder’s pitches
6 Lane 400m Athletic track, fully equipped with throwing and jumping
capabilities
5 Netball courts
4 Tennis courts

Key Stage 3
In Key Stage 3 our PE students participate in two hours a week of Physical Education. In
Year 7 and 8, students get to experience a broad range of team and individual activities. In
set ability groups, students learn about developing skills, decision making, making informed
choices, developing physical and mental capacity and evaluating and improving
performance through a range of activities. These include outwitting opponents such as
rugby, football, basketball, badminton, netball, rounders and cricket. Accurate replication
through gymnastics, Problem Solving through climbing and orienteering, exercising safely
and effectively in the Fitness Suite and Performing at maximum levels through athletics.
Key Stage 4
In Year 9 the students start their Key Stage 4 PE pathways which have been created to
enable students to pursue a curriculum that suits their needs.
In the current options process the following qualifications can be studied through the PE
faculty AQA GCSE PE
This course is assessed both theoretically (40%) and practically (60%). This comprises of a
written examination and four practically assessed sports from which one provides a piece of
controlled assessment work.
In this course the students get to develop their skills in practical sports and also study
different topics in the course specification such as anatomy and physiology, movement
analysis, physical training, socio-cultural influences and sports psychology. There are also
opportunities for further involvement, as well as revision and exam technique work to
prepare students for the examination.
BTEC Sport level 2
Units/modules
Course description
This course provides an engaging and relevant introduction to the world of sport. It
incorporates important aspects of the industry, such as fitness testing and training for sport
and exercise, the psychology of sport, practical sports performance and sports leadership. It
enables you to develop and apply your knowledge, while also developing a range of
relevant practical, communication and technical skills.
There are three mandatory units, covering the underpinning knowledge and skills required
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for the sports sector:
● fitness for sport and exercise
● practical performance in sport
● applying the principles of personal training.
There is also the opportunity to study another unit, covering areas such as:
● the mind and sports performance
● the sports performer in action
● leading sports activities.
VCert Health and Fitness.
This vocational course allows students to understand how to live a healthy and active
lifestyle. This includes nutrition, lifestyle factors, types of training and designing training
programmes from this.
The course enables students to see potential career routes in this industry and is assessed
with a combination of external examination and portfolio work.
The students also have the opportunity to learn from one of the following pathways within
core PE time.
Real World Learning Pathway
This pathway focuses on the real world experiences and examples in the Sports Industry.
Throughout the year the students will study the following on the pathway •
•
•
•

Sport and the media and contemporary issues in sport.
Developing skills needed in the sports industry - planning an exercise programme as
a fitness instructor for recreational sports performers.
Developing the 6C’s of Leadership - Through Rugby young leaders award (KS3)
Application of knowledge of the skills, qualities and responsibilities
associated with successful sports leadership.

Competitive pathway
The competitive pathway allows students to develop practical skills already acquired in both
team and individual sports.
The students also have the opportunity to enhance their
understanding of tactics and strategies required to overcome opponents in individual sports.
The following can be studied in this pathway –
•
•
•
•

Developing tactics and strategies to overcome opponents in individual games through Badminton and Short Tennis.
Participating in activities that present Mental and Physical challenges - through
Climbing - Tavistock College Level 1 Climber certificate.
Developing tactics and strategies to overcome opponents in team activities through football/Netball/Handball
Planning an Exercise Programme for competitive sport performance.
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•
•

Developing tactics and strategies to overcome opponents in team activities.
Compare performances to achieve their personal best.

Girls Active Pathway
The Girls Active pathway has been designed by the Girls Leadership and Marketing team to
provide a curriculum of non-traditional activities that promote an increase in physical activity
levels in females which has become a National concern. Within this pathway the Girls get to
participate, lead and organise activities such as spinning, self-defence, yoga, aerobics, park
Walks and taekwondo.
Vocational Pathway through Coaching and Leading
This pathway gives students the opportunity to develop practical skills with a focus on
coaching and leadership. The content of this pathway includes –
•
•
•
•
•

Developing the 6 C’s of leadership – Rugby Leaders Qualification
Evaluating fitness and Planning an Exercise programme as a Fitness Coach
Skill and Tactical Development of Practical Performance of self and others –
Handball
Understanding Health and Safety and participating in activities that provide Mental
and Physical Challenges - Through Climbing - Tavistock College Level 1 Climber
Certificate
Skill and Tactical Development of Practical Performance of self and others –
Athletics

Individual Competitive Pathway
This pathway gives students the opportunity to develop practical skills within an individual
sport environment. The content of this pathway includes –
•
•
•
•
•

Evaluating fitness and Planning an Exercise programme as a Fitness Coach in
individual sports
Using Science and ICT to evaluate and improve others performance – Gymnastics
Skill and Tactical Development of Practical Performance of self and others – Touch
Tennis and Badminton
Developing fitness and understanding health for an active healthy lifestyle – Fitness
Suite
Compare performance to achieve their personal best – Athletics

Team Competitive Pathway
This pathway gives students the opportunity to develop practical skills within a team sport
environment. The content of this pathway includes –
•
•
•
•
•

Coaching to team performance sports – football
Evaluating fitness and Planning and exercise programme for competitive sports –
Fitness
Suite/gymnasium/volleyball
Skill and Tactical Development of Practical Performance of self and others – handball
Skill and Tactical Development of Practical Performance of self in team sports –
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•
•

cricket/softball/rounders
Compare performance to achieve their personal best – athletics
Developing tactics and strategies to overcome opponents in team games –
football/netball

Health and Recreational Activities
This pathway gives students the opportunity to develop practical skills and understand the
importance of and ways to remain healthy and active. The content of this pathway includes
–
•
•
•
•

Participating in activities that provide Mental and Physical Challenges - through
climbing
Developing and understanding of the impact of regular exercise on an active healthy
lifestyle spinning, exercise to music and circuit training.
Evaluating fitness and Planning and exercise programme for competitive sports –
Fitness Suite
Developing tactics and strategies to overcome opponents in team games –
rounders/cricket.

Key Stage 5
BTEC Sport Level 3 – Extended Certificate and Diploma.
Course Overview:
The BTEC qualifications in Sport have been designed to build on learning from Key Stage 4
and for those who may wish to explore a vocational route at level 3 alongside other A-Level
studies. This course has been developed to allow both progressions for those students who
studied Sport at level 2 as well as a new opportunity for those students who have an interest
in the sports industry. In the extended certificate you will study 4 units of varied topics and
for the diploma there are 9 units of study. The 3 mandatory units to be studied will include:
•
•
•

Principles of anatomy and physiology in sport
Fitness training and programming for health, sport and well-being
Professional development in the sports industry.

How is the course assessed?
The other areas of study included in the extended certificate and diploma will come from:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fitness testing.
Practical sports performance.
Sports leadership.
Sports event organisation
Business and sport
Coaching for sports performance.
Sports psychology.

The assessment approach for these BTEC qualifications allows students to receive feedback
on their progress throughout the course as they provide evidence towards meeting the unit
assessment and grading criteria. It is important that during the course students take on the
role of being employed within the sport and active leisure industry when completing
assignments. This is achieved firstly by setting assignments with a scenario which reflects
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tasks/projects that sports employees would be undertaking in the workplace. Evidence for
assessment may be generated through a range of activities including workplace
assessment, role play and presentations. The assessment on this course is also taken from
a written exam which is externally assessed and a pre- released task which is again
assessed externally.
BTEC Public Services Level 3 - Subsidiary Diploma
The first year of this course is equivalent to an AS level; the student may continue to study
for a second year in order to earn an A2 level equivalent qualification. Learners will gain an
in-depth understanding of the structure of the public service industry and gain the skills
and knowledge for employment within this sector. The programme consists of mandatory
and optional units such as: Government Policies, Team Leadership, Citizenship, Team
Development, Command and Control.
Key Skills also form part of final qualifications. These are transferable skills, including ICT,
Numeracy and Literacy which play an essential role in developing personal effectiveness for
adult & working life, particularly in the uniformed public services environment.
This course is internally assessed and verified through coursework, teacher observation, and
production of evidence using ICT and other methods.
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Public Services
BTEC 2018
Qualification: BTEC Level 3 Subsidiary Diploma
UCAS points equivalent: max. 56 (grade Distinction*)
Minimum entry qualifications: 5 A* - C grades
*Please note - new GCSE grading for 2017: the 5 A* - C grade criteria incorporates
level 5 – 9 grades achieved in English or Maths.
Course overview:
Learners will gain an in-depth understanding of the structure of the public service industry
and gain the skills and knowledge for employment within this sector. The programme
consists of mandatory and optional units such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Government Policies.
Leadership.
Citizenship and Diversity.
Fitness and training.
Command and Control.

Key Skills also form part of final qualifications. These are transferable skills, including ICT,
numeracy and literacy which play an essential role in developing personal effectiveness for
adult and working life, particularly in the uniformed public services environment. Links with
employers and Armed Services personal will enhance employability skills.
How is the course assessed?
This course is internally assessed and verified through coursework, teacher observation, and
production of evidence using ICT and other methods.
What are the progression routes?
Students may progress on to relevant degrees, such as law, sociology, emergency planning,
politics or a foundation degree, such as police and criminal justice. Career possibilities
include the Army, Royal Navy, Royal Air Force, Police, Ambulance Service, Fire Brigade,
Prison Service or Uniformed protective services, Customs and Excise, Coast Guard and the
Civil Service.
Suggested Compatible Subjects:
Physical Education (Sport), Geography, English, Computing and Business Studies.
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Psychology
GCSE AQA – Key Stage 4
Psychology GCSE introduces students to the fundamentals of psychology, developing
critical analysis, independent thinking and research skills. It is assessed by 2 examinations
at the end of year 11.
Year 10 Psychology
In year 10 students study topics from Unit 1
• Unit 1:
The topics covered in the module include the structure of memory, factors affecting the
accuracy of memory and different types of memory, sensation and perception including
visual illusions, early brain development and the development of intelligence and learning.
Year 11 Psychology
• Unit 2:
The topics covered in this module include explanations for conformity and obedience, pro
and antisocial behaviour and crowd psychology, language and thought, differences between
human and animal communication, non-verbal communication and explanations of nonverbal behaviour. In addition you will learn about the structure and function of the nervous
system, scanning techniques, and issues surrounding mental health with an emphasis on
depression and addiction and their causes and treatment.
Throughout the course the research methods and maths components help students to
design and run pieces of psychological research and analyse the data to draw conclusions.
Ethical problems with experimenting on humans are also discussed.
Key Stage 5
Qualification:
UCAK Point Equivalent:

Level 3 GCE A Level
Max 56 (Grade A*)

Minimum Entry Qualifications:
Five x 5-9 grades including a minimum B grade in Psychology if it was studied at GCSE
level, grade 5 or above in science and grade 5 or above in English and Mathematics.
Course Overview;
We all like to speculate about why people behave as they do and we try to find reasons for their
behaviour. The fascinating subject of Psychology does this in a scientific way. Students
will learn to design and run scientific investigations into human behaviour and will develop
their skills to analyse and critically evaluate theories put forward to explain our own and
others behaviour.
Topics covered in the first year include mental illness, obedience, attachment, memory and
stress amongst others.
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In the second year a variety of topics will be covered in more depth from topics including
addiction, schizophrenia, eating behaviour and aggression.
This well respected academic A-level is a useful subject for a wide range of degrees and,
apart from the content itself, incudes skills that students will find important in the future
such as critical evaluation and the use of research to inform theories.
How is the course assessed?
The course is assessed using written examinations only, there is no coursework.
There are three examinations in total at the end of the two years. Each examination is 2
hours in length and includes a range of multiple choice, short answer and extended writing
questions.
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RS
Key Stage 3
At key stage 3 pupils will have the opportunity to study all 6 major world religions. They
deepen their understanding of important beliefs, concepts and issues of truth and authority in
religion. They apply their understanding of religious and philosophical beliefs, teachings and
practices to a range of ultimate questions and moral issues. They enquire into and explain
some personal, philosophical, theological and cultural reasons for similarities and differences
in religious beliefs and values, both within and between religions. They develop their
evaluative skills, showing reasoned and balanced viewpoints, when considering their own
and others’ responses to religious and spiritual issues. They interpret religious texts and
other sources, recognising both the power and limitations of language and other forms of
communication in expressing ideas and beliefs.
Year 7
•
•
•
•
•
•

Buddhism
Worship
Christianity
Science and Religion
Hinduism
Festivals

Year 8
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sikhism
Values and Commitments
Islam
Ethics and Morality
Judaism
Rites of Passage

Year 9
In Ethics and beliefs in year 9 students, start following AQA GCSE RS specification A. The
GCSE covers Christianity and Islam and the study of four contemporary ethical themes and
two textual studies. Throughout the course, students will be challenged with questions about
belief, values, meaning, purpose and truth, enabling them to develop their own attitudes
towards religious issues. They should also gain an appreciation of how religion, philosophy
and ethics form the basis of our culture. They will develop analytical and critical thinking
skills, the ability to work with abstract ideas, leadership and research skills. All these skills
will help prepare them for further study. In year 9 students learn about:
•
•
•

Religion peace and conflict
Muslim beliefs
Muslim practices
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Year 10
In year 10 students continue to work towards Religious Studies GCSE AQA A. In year 10
they learn about following
•
•
•

Relationships and families
Christian beliefs
Christian practices

Year 11
In year 11 students continue to work towards Religious Studies GCSE AQA A. In year 11
they learn about:
•
•

Religion, crime and punishment.
Religion, human rights and social justice

Key Stage 5
At KS5 we study for AQA A level (7062) Religious Studies.
Religious Studies is a wide ranging course that develops skills which enable
students to think independently, and to analyse and evaluate ideas rationally and
objectively. It also helps to develop the skills of communication and debate. Topics covered
over the 2 year course include:
• Philosophy and religion, including: arguments for the existence of God, evil and

suffering, religious experience, religious language, miracles, self and life after death,
the nature and function of religion.
• The dialogue between philosophy and religion: how religion is influenced by,

and influences, the philosophy of religion in relation to the issues studied.
• Ethics and religion including: ethical theories, issues of human life and death, issues

of animal life and death, introduction to meta ethics, free will and moral
responsibility, conscience, Bentham and Kant.
• The dialogue between ethical studies and religion: how religion is influenced by, and

influences, ethical studies in relation to the issues studied.
This course is assessed at the end of Year 13 by 2 exams.
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Science
Key Stage 3 (KS3)
Science is taught over two years and we follow the AQA syllabus. Our KS3 science
Syllabus organises the big ideas and topics of the programme of study into clear objectives.
It outlines what your students need to know, what they must be able to apply and how to
extend that knowledge where appropriate. Below are the topics that are covered at KS3:

The KS3 curriculum aims to develop and inspire young scientists through practical and
investigative work. Science is a practical subject and students should be encouraged to
explore and then explain the natural phenomena around us. This will develop necessary
skills and content ready for KS4.
Key Stage 4 (KS4)
Triple science:
Biology, Chemistry and Physics (3 GCSE’s – 9-1)

All students start on the triple science GCSE route, however, the double combined science
route might be more suitable for some students.
Units/Modules for each science subject follow a similar pattern of teaching. Each science
is taught to two terminal exams at the end of the course. No coursework component for
any of the sciences.
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Course Description
The course is a new GCSE which contains new topics and skills compared to previous
years.
Course content includes:
Biology - 10% exam questions are math’s based: Cells, use of microscopes, organs,
organ systems, immune response, photosynthesis, hormones, evolution,
environmental science, speciation, plant diseases.
Chemistry - 20% exam questions are math’s based: Atomic structure, bonding,
quantitative chemistry, organic chemistry, chemical reactions, energy changes,
transition metals, nanoparticles, and polymers.
Physics - 30% exam questions are math’s based: Forces, motion, waves, lenses,
electricity, magnetic fields, motors, energy, radiation, the universe,
Mathematical content has increased with a significant proportion of the questions
having a mathematical element. Students will also need to memorise some
equations. The course supports students of all ability ranges. It builds on KS3
science and provides excellent progression to A-level.
Course Assessment
Each science is assessed at the end of the course with 2 exams, 1 hour 45 minutes, each
worth 50% of the course. Practical skills and concepts are assessed within these papers.
Students will be covering these in required practicals throughout the course.
Double Science
2 Combined science GCSEs (2x GCSE 9-1 Higher and Foundation)
Units/Modules - The double GCSE course is taught to 6 terminal exams at the end of the
course. No coursework component.
Course Description
Course content includes:
Biology - 10% exam questions are math’s based: Cells, use of microscopes, organs,
organ systems, immune response, photosynthesis, hormones, evolution, and
environmental science.
Chemistry - 20% exam questions are math’s based:
organic chemistry, chemical reactions, energy changes

Atomic structure, bonding,

Physics - 30% exam questions are math’s based: Forces, gears, levers, motion,
waves, lenses, electricity, magnetic fields, motors, energy Mathematical content has
increased with a significant proportion of the questions having a mathematical
element. Students will also need to memorise some equations.
The course supports students of all ability ranges. It builds on KS3 science and
provides progression to a range of post 16 science qualifications.
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Course Assessment
Double science is assessed at the end of the course with 6 exams, 1 hour 15 minutes, each
worth 16.7% of the course. Practical skills and concepts are assessed within these papers.
Students will be covering these in required practicals throughout the course.
Key Stage 5
There are a wide variety of courses on offer for science at KS5 to allow the students to
progress through their best route. These include:
Biology
Qualification: Level 3 GCE A Level UCAS points equivalent: max. 56 (grade A*)
Course Overview
Biology provides a unique insight into the working of the world around us. Starting with an in
depth look at how cells work and the role of biological molecules, these basic skills are then
built upon to explain complex processes like respiration, photosynthesis and cell division.
There is a vast amount of content covered and a lot of new language to grasp, but this is an
engaging subject where students can readily apply the knowledge gained to what they
observe around them. They will use current scientific theory to debunk Biological myths and
look at relevant problems of today such as the human impact on the environment and
ecosystems, and the use of genetic engineering, cloning and biotechnology.
This is a fascinating course: intellectually rigorous and stimulates an appreciation of how
society makes ethical decisions about scientific issues and how the sciences contribute to
the success of the economy and society.
Chemistry
Qualification: Level 3 GCE A Level UCAS points equivalent: max. 56 (grade A*)
Course overview
Chemistry is a demanding A level which is highly respected by a wide range of universities.
Looking at everything from atomic structure through organic chemistry to entropy and
enthalpy, chemistry looks at the reactions in the world around us to understand how we use
them and predict what will happen.
Although the practical component is assessed separately, practical work still forms a large
basis for Chemistry and is used to exemplify the theoretical work students complete.
Chemistry is a course for those who enjoy a challenge in understanding more topics in
depth – you won’t look at atoms in the same way again!
Physics
Qualification: Level 3 GCE A Level UCAS points equivalent: max. 56 (grade A*)
Course Overview
The course is a two year programme, which provides a wide ranging look at a variety of topic
areas in Physics. Building on the knowledge gained at GCSE, it studies topics from forces
and motion through to quantum physics, the structure of matter and astrophysics. Physics
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sets out to look at the world around us and then use this information to identify patterns and
predict what happens in the future. Strongly based around mathematical work, it often
predicts outcomes in a numerical or equation fashion. Physics is the course for those who
want to better understand the universe around them.
Applied Science
Applied science Qualification: Level 3 BTEC National Extended
Certificate UCAS points equivalent: max. 56 (grade Distinction*)
Course Overview
The course consists of 4 units to be done over 2 years. These include:
•

Principles and Applications of science I – This includes a wide range of science topics
from Biology, Chemistry and Physics. Aimed at providing a broad overview of a
variety of aspects of science, it is assessed by an external exam.

•

Practical and Scientific Procedures – This unit looks at providing a fundamental
underpinning to carrying out practical techniques within a laboratory. Internally
assessed, this allows students to hone and improve their skills over time.

•

Science Investigation Skills – The title of this unit is the description. This unit will
encourage and help students to understand how to investigate topics in science.
Encouraging them to consider how we can approach topics in a rigorous fashion, it is
assessed via externally set and marked coursework.

•

The fourth unit is optional and will be decided in conjunction with the class. It is
internally assessed.
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Social Learning
Key Stage 3
Citizenship and PSHE (Social Learning)
At Tavistock College we have combined Citizenship and Personal Social and Health
education to form “social learning”. The PSHE elements are designed to encourage
students to cope with change, to develop positive attitudes towards themselves and prepare
for their future and all aspects of adult life, including the world of work. It also includes
relationship and sex education (RSE) and drugs education. The Citizenship elements
encourage students to develop skills of critical thinking and enquiry, advocacy and
representation and helps equip students to take informed action in society. The units listed
below are the topics covered in each year group although sometimes the order changes if a
particular need is identified.
Year 7
In year 7 students have 1 lesson a week and complete the following units:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unit 1 – Me as a learner-focus on skills for learning
Unit 2 - The Island, an introduction to Citizenship
Unit 3 - Diversity in Britain
Unit 4 - Bullying
Unit 5 - The family, getting on with others
Unit 6 - Staying safe, safety on line
Unit 7 - Puberty, changing emotions and staying healthy (RSE)
Unit 8 - Economic awareness

Year 8
In year 8 students have 1 lesson a week and they complete the following units
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unit 1 - Human rights
Unit 2 - Financial capability and economic awareness
Unit 3 - Healthy relationships (RSE)
Unit 4 - Young people and the law
Unit 5 - Drugs and the law.
Unit 6 - The role of the media

Year 9
In Year 9 students have 1 lesson a week and they complete the following units
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unit 1 - government elections and voting
Unit 2 - Staying safe (In a range of settings including the home, society,
online)
Unit 3 - Spending and saving
Unit 4 - Moral decision making
Unit 5 - Relationship and Sex education
Unit 7 - alcohol
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Key Stage 4
Citizenship and Personal Social and Health Education (Social Learning)
Year 10
Students have 1 lesson a fortnight for social learning. Social learning combines aspects of
Citizenship, PSHE and will also incorporate some aspects of computing. The PSHE
elements are designed to encourage students to cope with change, to develop positive
attitudes towards themselves and prepare for their future and all aspects of adult life,
including the world of work. It also includes Sex and relationship education and drugs
education. The Citizenship elements encourage students to develop skills of critical thinking
and enquiry, advocacy and representation and helps equip students to take informed action
in society. The computing elements will include encouraging students to understand how
changes in technology affect safety and how to report a range of concerns.
•
Unit 1 - Who am I? A look at their life journeys so far and a look at their
ambitions (careers)
•
Unit 2 - Human Rights and Prejudice
•
Unit 3 - SRE –staying safe, decision making and changing relationships
•
Unit 4 - on-line safety
•
Unit 5 - economic awareness
•
Unit 6 - Drugs and alcohol
Year 11
In year 11 students will complete the following units:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unit 1 - Healthy eating and eating disorders
Unit 2 - Sex and relationship education
Unit 3 - Managing stress and depression
Unit 4 - economic awareness
Unit 5 - safety on line
Unit 6 - Revision skills
Unit 7 - independent living-a range of topics are discussed.
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Sociology
GCSE Sociology - Key Stage 4
What is Sociology?
Sociology is the scientific study of human behaviour in groups. It examines what is needed
to allow us to get along together, and the divisions and prejudices that keep our society from
being more united.
GCSE Sociology (AQA)
GCSE Sociology helps students to gain knowledge and understanding of key social
structures, processes and issues through the study of families, education, crime and
deviance and social stratification.
Students will develop their analytical, assimilation and communication skills by comparing
and contrasting perspectives on a variety of social issues, constructing reasoned arguments,
making substantiated judgements and drawing reasoned conclusions.
By studying sociology, students will develop transferable skills including how to:
•
•
•

Investigate facts and make deductions
Develop opinions and new ideas on social issues
Analyse and better understand the social world.

Subject Content
• The sociological approach
• Social structures, social processes and social issues
• Families
• Education
• Crime and deviance
• Social stratification
• Sociological research methods
Assessments
Paper 1: The sociology of families and education
What's assessed?
•
•
•

The sociology of families
The sociology of education
Relevant areas of social theory and methodology

Students will be expected to draw on knowledge and understanding of the entire course of
study to show a deeper understanding of these topics.
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Paper 2: The sociology of crime and deviance and social stratification
What's assessed?
•
•
•

The sociology of crime and deviance
The sociology of social stratification
Relevant areas of social theory and methodology

Students will be expected to draw on knowledge and understanding of the entire course of
study to show a deeper understanding of these topics.
Key Stage 5
Qualification: Level 3 GCE A level AQA
Overview
Sociology is the study of human behaviour in groups. It examines what is needed to allow us
to get along together, and the divisions and prejudices that keep our society from being more
united. We look at changes in family life, education, crime, religion and research methods.
By studying topics like these, sociologists create theories to help explain human behaviour
and how society functions.
Sociology is a new subject for most students. It helps them to understand the world in which
they live and their place in it. They learn to think analytically, assess evidence, design
research, and become skilled at presenting arguments, both orally and in written form.
The units studied at A level are:
Education with Theory and Methods
•
•
•

Education
Methods in Context
Theory and Methods

Crime and Deviance with Theory and Methods
•
•

Crime and Deviance
Theory and Methods

Topics in Sociology
•
•

Families and Households
Beliefs in Society

All units are assessed by written data response examinations.
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Travel & Tourism
Pearson BTEC Level 3 National Extended Certificate
Exam Board – Edexcel
Examined by – 1 externally assessed exam, 1 externally assessed piece of coursework and
2 internally assessed pieces of coursework
Studying the BTEC National Extended Certificate in Travel and Tourism will provide an
introduction into the travel and tourism sector. It will provide underpinning knowledge and
skills to meet both industry and higher education requirements. It will also develop
transferable and higher order skills which are highly regarded by employers and higher
education establishments. The topics covered over the two years are:
•
•
•
•

The world of travel and tourism – this is an external exam
Global destinations – this is an externally assessed task
Principles of marketing in travel and tourism – this is an internally assessed
assignment
1 other unit – topic to be confirmed – this is an internally assessed assignment

Work Experience:
As part of the course students will have the opportunity to participate in travel and tourism
related work experience. This will occur on a Wednesday afternoon.
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